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advertise as widely as possible to all and sundry a new influx of forgeries. The recent
specimens which have been sent or brought in
to me bear a striking resemblance td known
examples of Cosey's versatile work, examples
which he admitted to be his some years ago.
As it is a distinct possibility that he may be

up
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to his old tricks again, I think it wise to
pass on the information given about him in
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COSEY AGAIN?
has cautioned readers
Collector to be on their guard

Repeatedly
of

The

against

this office

forgeries.

However, despite these

warnings and numerous articles in nationally
circulated newspapers and magazines, nothing seems to prevent individuals, whether collectors of autographs or not, from being
trapped into buying fakes when the opportunity arises.

The

lure of a "possible" Lincoln,

a "probable" Franklin, or a "very authentic

looking" Washington gets the better of them.
In my book, "Autographs a Key to Collecting" (R. R. Bowker Co., 1946), considerable
space is devoted to the subject of forgeries
and to the careers of the best-known forgers,
such as Chatterton, Denis-Lucas, "Antique"
Smith, Alberti, Gerstenbergk, Spring, Byron,
and, in recent years, Cosey and Weisberg. I
particularly drew attention to the handiwork
of Joseph Cosey, whose record * should be
known to all, and whose career bears watching.
Cosey was at his zenith in the last decade, and at this time the market was flooded
with his spurious examples of Lincoln, Franklin, Mary Baker Eddy
the latter, to the best
of my knowledge, never having been attempted by anyone but Cosey. Indeed, these became so common that even the dealers in remote sections of the country caught on to the
fraud and were on the alert. But his productions became progressively less authentic
looking, and gradually disappeared from the
market.
The reason for the present article is to
:

—

:

to Collecting."

"[Joseph] Cosey, the name by which he is
generally referred to, according to an article
in the New York Sun, November 13, 1941,
has a career checkered with jail terms and
convictions
nine in all, for grand larceny,
carrying concealed weapons, forging checks,
and various other crimes. He is known, like
Antique' Smith, for his great skill, and, in
addition, for the inordinate pride he took in
his forgeries.
He began, as he admitted to
Mr. G. William Bergquist, then Special In-

—

vestigator of the

whose

New York

Public Library,

and patience were largely responsible for the full exposure of both Cosey and
Weisberg, with stealing from the Congressional Library a pay warrant signed by Benjamin Franklin. This he offered to a book
tact

who scornfully refused it as unauthenCosey, he himself explained, was angered
to the point of taking up diligent practice in
handwriting imitations and succeeded so well
that, to quote Mr. Bergquist's lecture before
the Bibliographical Society in January, 1943,
year later, he had the satisfaction of selling a forged Lincoln to the same store.'
dealer,

tic.

A

"Soon he began a series of experiments in
making of ink, at first using Waterman's
brown correspondence ink, and later one that
was more accurate. He obtained paper from
various sources and was lucky in unearthing a
supply bearing Moinier's 1851 water-mark
and of a blue color identical with the paper
on which many of Lincoln's authentic legal
documents were written. He claimed he had
acquired this paper in an old ledger which he
had bought in Peoria. Cosey's vanity led him
to boast untruthfully that he himself had
manufactured another supply of long white
paper which bore the water-mark, 'T. Edthe
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monds, 1824/ but
eventually traced to

"Cosey,

this stock
its

Mr. Bergquist

right source.

who had good reason

to be

proud

of his Lincoln forgeries on the Moinier paper,

had mastered Lincoln's writing in an astonishing manner. Once his supply of this paper
gave out, and he could not obtain proper substitutes, his subsequent forgeries were more
easily detectable.
For the most part, he did
not attempt' Lincoln A.L.S.s but rather devoted himself to the production of lengthy
legal manuscripts and pleadings of the Civil
War President. With these he was singularly
generous for a forger. Many of them covered
three or four folio pages.
Regardless of
whether he wrote a one- or four-page item, he
Origisold each at a fairly uniform price.
nally, it is said, this ran as high as $20 to
$50, but he later disposed of them at $2 each.
"The Lincoln forgeries were only a small
fraction of Cosey's output. Items of Francis
Bacon, John Marshall, Patrick Henry, Richard Henry Lee, Thomas Lynch, Jr., Button
Gwinnett, Aaron Burr, John Adams, Samuel

Adams, Alexander Hamilton, Rudyard Kipling, Mark Twain, Mary Baker Eddy and
others were believed to have been put on the
market by him at various times. And, sadly
enough, a goodly number of them still appear
at sales. His best work was with his Franklins, Poes and Lincolns, and, of the latter, the
most irritatingly acceptable of his forgeries
are Lincoln endorsements, which he wrote on
authentic Civil War records. These he docketed with three or four lines signed in the
President's hand. So perfectly were they executed that only experts, by sharp examination of the ink, which alone provided the
clue, could detect them.
"In his work Cosey resorted to many stratagems. For example, knowing that a certain
famous man used a particular color of stationery, he

dyed

his

to the required shade.

ever,

among
was

own paper with Tintex
This device was, how-

his less successful.

Even more

custom of composing a letter
on old paper and then writing a modern letter
to authenticate the forgery.
Again, a great
number of his forgeries carry endorsements in
clever

his

blue or red pencil or in ink different in color
from that used in the body of the document.
Such endorsements, written obliquely across
some portion of the paper, appear quite frequently on authentic manuscripts, and Cosey
was quick to catch on and use this subtle
imitation.

"Nor was he averse to piling up his effects
through association, as is illustrated by the
/

following item, dated Mount Vernon, June
12, 1779, which, were it genuine, would command a substantial price. Owned by the New
York Public Library, it begins:
To the
Hon. P. Henry,
House of Burgesses

Dear

Sir:

map of
sure that John
Marshall will find in it just what he
seeks for his new book.
Cordially yours,
Thank you

for submitting this

ancient symbols.

I

am

Richard Henry Lee
This was purportedly in the handwriting
of Lee, the Virginia Signer, with his signature, and, below it, dated on the same day,
appears 'Endorsed by me Th. Jefferson,' pre-

sumably written by that
lows

Then

patriot.

fol-

:

My

dear Mr. Henry:
There remains nothing for me to do
but add my approval, since Mr. Lee and
yourself have endorsed the drawings
therein.

As

ever,

G. Washington

Next comes, dated June

from Wash-

16, 1779,

ington City:

Hon. John Marshall,
Richmond in Virginia
Sir:
is a map which was
me by Doctor Priestly.

Here
to

examine figures

1

to 9

kindly given
If

and

you

will

them
13 you

all of

with the exception of 11, 12

&

will see the various periods represented

of which

we

are speaking.

showed this
and he exwhen you have
I

to the Continental General,

pressed a desire to use
finished

it

it.

Mr. Adams of Boston has promised to
me some maps showing old money
and coins used in the period of which
you are writing. These are very fine
steel engravings, and I hope they will be
of some aid to you in your book.
Yours very sincerely,
send

P.

Henry

"Cool craft also characterized Cosey's
methods of marketing. For instance, he never
stated that he was offering a Lincoln, or a
Poe or a Franklin. He simply presented a
paper with the remark that he had found it
in an attic or cellar and knew nothing of its
value, adding, 'Do you think it is anything
of interest?' His carefully chosen victim, seeing an excellently executed forgery and per-

1

East 57th St,

haps thinking he knew sufficient of the signer's writing to judge properly, not unnaturally

jumped

to the conclusion intended.

If

he considered the letter authentic under the
circumstances, Cosey unselfishly shunted the
responsibility over to him."
In the chapter on detection of forgeries, I
commented and repeat here: "Always there
are certain danger signals which the collector,
who habitually adopts a mild attitude of suspicion, can often see clearly.
He should be

any
any A.L.S.

initially skeptical of the authenticity of

letter excellent in contents or of

of an eminent historical personage if

it

is

Such an autooffered at a nominal price.
graph may have been stolen or, more likely, is
not genuine.
The forger caters to the colsupposed covetousness for a fine item,
backed by a natural desire to obtain a bargain.
and greed
The gambler's instinct
traps more victims than ignorance prompts
lector's

—

the conclusion that

—

ten or twenty-five
dollars can be sacrificed on the chance that a
rare item may prove genuine. Not the gambler, but the forger, who has once more
played his old game, is the one who usually
five,

wins out."
The "mild attitude of suspicion," although
exercised by the dealers, should apparently
have been a more moving force. They, more
than private collectors, have in recent weeks
fallen prey to the person marketing these forgeries.
"Fallen prey" may be too strong a
term, since generally only $2.50 to $3 has
been offered by the dealers, on the understanding that if the items are proved genuine
they will gladly pay the difference in value.
But this token offering is just what the seller
wants. Inconceivable as it appears, he seems
fully satisfied with these paltry sums.
For the present, the source of supply has
been mainly upstate New York, in Albany
and Schenectady, and in New Haven, Connecticut,
and Springfield, Massachusetts.
Whether the forgeries, which are extremely
poor ones as to both paper and ink, are old
ones, made five to ten years ago, or a fresh
supply, there is no way of knowing.
Certainly they are of the same general type as
the old ones. The Lincolns are usually of a
legal nature, and purport to be in the handwriting of and signed by Lincoln; the Franklins are generally the D.S. type, pay warrants or

what are commonly referred

to in

the trade as the "In Council" documents,
these two words generally appearing at the
top of the quarto page.
Franklin actually
did sign many authentic "In Council" docu-

New

York, 22
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ments, and these are frequently countersigned
by John Nicholson, at right angles to the
main text, which appears in both written and
printed form. This countersignature the
forger has noted and also imitated.
Other
Franklin forgeries (which seem at this time
to be the most numerous) are countersigned
by Richard Henry Lee or other important or
unimportant persons. The Mary Baker Eddy
item recently offered is a quotation signed on
an octavo sheet, written on both sides, from
her "Science and Health."
At the time that Cosey was offering his
variety of forgeries some years ago, a description of him was spread abroad, and when
dealers saw a "gaunt, bushy-haired Irishman," as John Kobler pictured him in the
Saturday Evening Post article of March 13,
1943, entitled "Trailing the Book Crooks,"
they were extremely cautious about buying
from him. More recently he has been described as being a man of slight build, weighing perhaps one hundred and thirty-five

pounds, about five feet five or six in height,
and appearing to be about fifty years of age.
Actually he is older than this. His hair is
turning gray, his eyes are blue, and he appears almost emaciated, so thin and drawn
is his face.
Since he is not in jail at this
time, it is not inappropriate to give the above
description of him as ready reference. There
is always the possibility that he might like
to try his hand once again in an art at which
he was certainly a past master.
With regard to the latest peddler of forgeries, I give below descriptions of this man,
sent

me by

three dealers

who had

transac-

wrote: "We bought
them from a short wizzled-up man who
claimed he was a driver for the City Mission,
which is the local equivalent of the Salvation Army." The second dealer, whose Franktions with him.

lin

The

first

document was accompanied by a pencilled

memorandum
stated:

signed

"The man

.

.

"Francis
.

S.

Miles,"

was a very small

light

complexion man. The receipt he signed is
filed under his name and I cannot remember
the name. The enclosed memorandum was
with the Franklin document. It may not be
difficult to trace Francis S. Miles.
For the
amount we paid for this document, it would
not pay anyone to do the forging."

The third dealer gave the most detailed
description of all: "The man who presented
the spurious Lincoln document was a poorly
dressed individual who represented himself
as being an employee of the Salvation Army.
He looked and acted the part. He had a re-

—
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ceipted bill with him showing that this document had been sold by McDonough Book
Store of Albany (long out of business) for

We

have since been unable to find this
promises of bringing down
a lot of valuable books and other things
which he had accumulated but we never saw
him again which aroused my suspicion. When
making the deal to purchase this item, his
actions and manner were what would be used
$75.

receipt.

He made

by a man of

little

intelligence.

—

know what

He

did not

anything I
wanted
him that I would give
him $3 and if he would come back within
about a week, I would then pay him the difference, so that I would have time to investigate the item. This he agreed to do but never
showed back. It is very evident that the
forgery business must have arrived at a very
low state when they would make up this item
for $3. If in the meanwhile we- find the reprice he
cared to give. I told

ceipted bill I described herein, I shall send
The man appeared to be about
it to you.
five feet four or five inches and rather a
light-weight, as my memory recalls, about
M. A. B.
fifty years old."

—

—

AUTOGRAPH BIBLIOGRAPHY
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London

Library.
Dutch Reformed Church,
A catalogue of books,
Austin
Friars.
manuscripts, letters, etc., belonging to the
Dutch church, Austin Friars, London. Deposited in the library of the Corporation
[London, Printed
of the City of London.
by Blades, East & Blades], 1879.
London University. Library. Catalogue of the
manuscripts and autograph letters in the
University library at the central building
with a deof the University of London
scription of the manuscript life of Edward,
Prince of Wales, the Black Prince, by
Chandos the Herald, placed on permanent
loan in the University library by His Royal
Highness, the Prince of Wales, comp. by
Reginald Arthur Rye
London, Univer.

.

.

.

.

.

London

Press, Ltd., 1921.
"The arrangement of the [181] manuscripts is chronological, and that of the
[119] autograph letters alphabetical under
their writers [with] an index covering both
sections."
Pref.
Louis XIV.
King of France. Oeuvres de
Louis XIV. Paris et Strasbourg, Treuttel
et Wurtz, 1806.
6 v.
Printed, in greater part, from mss. given
to the original editor, Philippe Henri comte
Gride Grimoard, by Louis XVI in 1786.
sity of

—

moard's work was supplemented and completed by P. A. Grouvelle.
Contents. t. I.
Chirographic, ou Copie
fi^uree de l'ecriture originale des homines
illustres qui ont le plus marque, sous le
reasscmblee par
regne de Louis XIV ..
m. le general Grimoard. Avertissement sur

—

de Louis XIV, et sur tout ce qui
compose, la collection de ses oeuvres, par
m.
Grouvelle.
Considerations
nouvelles
sur Louis XIV, par le meme.
Memoires
les ecrits

—

historiques et politiques ... 1. ptie.
II.
t.
Memoires historiques et politiques, 2 ptie.
t.
III-IV. Memoires et pieces militaires.
t. V. Lettres particulieres.
t. VI. Suite des

—

particulieres.
Opuscules litteraires:
Les Commentaires de Jule-Cesar, tr. par
Louis XIV; Amusemens poetiques. Additions aux Oeuvres de Louis XlV, contenant des pieces historiques ou anecdotiques,
servant d'eclaircissemens et de supplemens
aux ecrits de ce monarque.
lettres

Edward

Lucas,

Verrall.

.

.

Letters to the Col-

.

&

vins, mainly about Stevenson
Keats with
a few others sold by order of E. V. Lucas,
esq., London, England, to be sold
.

seventh

.

.

New

.

.

.

May

York, The Anderson gal-

1928.

leries,

MacTavish, Newton McFaul.
ronto,
1938.

Madigan,

Ars longa. To-

The Ontario

publishing

Thomas

A

co.,

limited,

catalogue of
brief extracts
"Word shadows of the great."
N. Y., T. F. Madigan, [193-].

graphs,

F.

with a few

New

auto-

from
York,

Madigan, Thomas F. Word shadows of the
great; the lure of autograph collecting; with
forty-one reproductions in half-tone and
twelve in line. New York, Frederick A.
Stokes company, 1930.
Maggs bros., London.
First editions of the
works of esteemed authors of the XlXth
and XXth centuries: association books &
mss. Selected from the stock of Maggs
brothers
London
[London], Cour.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Press, [1918].

ier

bros., London. An illustrated catalogue
raisonne of one hundred and six original
manuscripts, autographs, maps, and printed
books illustrating the discovery & history
of America from 1492 to 1814, loaned by
Maggs bros., of London, exhibited at the
Library of Congress, Washington, D. C,
spring, 1929. [Leamington Spa, Printed at
the Courier Press, 1929'].
Maggs bros., London. ... A royal catalogue
issued to commemorate the coronation of
their majesties King George VI and Queen

Maggs

Elizabeth.

Maggs

London,

bros.,

ltd.,

[1937.']

bros., London. A selection of books,
manuscripts, bindings and autograph letters issued by Maggs bros.
London,

Maggs

.

.

.

Maggs bros., 1931.
Maggs bros., London.

A selection of books,
manuscripts, engravings and autograph letremarkable for their interest & rarity,
five hundredth catalogue issued
London, Maggs bros.,
by Maggs bros.

ters

being the

.

.

.

1928.

Le Manuscrit autographe
[etc],

1926-

Paris, A. Blaizot
Bimonthly, 1926-31; quarterly,
.

.

.

1932-

"Le Manuscrit autographe

est

une revue

qui reproduit en facsimile, ou en typographic, des textes et des autographes inedits des plus grands ecrivains de notre
.

.

.

litterature."

.

(To be continued)
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Kimball. A.L.S., lp., 4to, Ogden, U., May 5,
1887. To Gen. R. D. Mussey, regretting he
cannot attend reunion of Soc. of Army of
$3.50

Cumberland. With port.

Kitching, John H. Brig. Gen. Vols. A.L.S., 2pp.,
8vo, Hd. Qrs. 6th N. Y. Arty., Mar. 1, 1864.
To Col. Chas. Evans, regarding promotions.
$5.00

Kitching. L.S., 2pp., 4to, Hd. Qrs. 6th N. Y.
Arty., Apr. 18, 1863. To Adj. Gen. Sprague,
requesting promotion of Maj. A. A. Crookston.

Benjamin F. Maj. Gen. Vols. A.D.S.,
lp., 4to, Hd. Qrs. 1st Div. 8 Corps, Harper's
Ferry, May 30, 1863. Re his commission
$5.00
and command. With clippings.
King, Rufus Brig. Gen. Vols. A.L.S., lp., Svo,
Hd. Qrs. King's Brigade, Arlington House,

Kelley,

Dec. 22, 1861. To Gov. E. D. Morgan of
$5.00
N. Y„ about N. Y. 36th.
Keim, William H. Brig. Gen. Vols. A.L.S., lp.,
4to, Ft. Good Hope, Feb. 4, 1862. To Ed-

ward McPherson. Friendly.

$5.00

Kozlay, Eugene A. Brig. Gen. Vols. L.S., 2pp.,
4to, Camp Sperryville, Va., July 25, 1862.
To Col. (later Brig. Gen.) W. Krzyzanow$3.50
ski. Re a promotion.
(Lyon, Nathaniel). Brig. Gen. Vols. Killed at
Wilson's Creek, Mo., 1861. A.L.S., lp., 4to,
Phoenixville, June 22, 1863, of his brother
Lorenzo Lyon to L. J. Cist, about the
.

$2.00

general.

Henry S. Brig. Gen. Vols. A.L.S.,
8vo, N. Y., June 30, 1863. To Adj. Gen.
$5.00
Sprague. Financial.
Due, William G. Brig. Gen. Vols. A.L.S.,
2pp., 4to, Dept. Agric. Washington, Nov. 7,
1879. Warmly praising Gen. G. H. Thomas.
$3.50

Lansing,
lp.,

Le

Le Favour, Heber.

Brig.

Gen. Vols.

A.L.S.,

lp., 8vo, Pawtucket, Mar. 27, 1872. To Gen.
H. M. Cist, enclosing copy, 3pp., 4to, of his

response to the toast "The Loyal Women,"
intended for delivery at banquet of Soc. of

Army

of

$5.00

Cumberland.

Lloyd, William P. Adj. 1st Pa. Cavalry. A.D.S.,
Thrilling description of charge
2pp., 4to.
of 1st Pa. Cav. & 1st N. J. Cav. at New
Hope Church, Ga., May 25, 1864. With
colored sketch of N. J. flag & forwarding

Mar. 28, 1866, of W.
$5.00
H. Batt to Benson J. Lossing.
Lucas Thomas J. Maj. Gen. Vols. L.S., lp.,
Lawrenceburgh, Ind., Apr. 11, 1891.
fol.,
To Gen. H. M. Cist, giving detailed war
$2.00
record of John M. Orr.
letter, lp., 4to, Phila.,

CIVIL WAR:

Lane, James H. Brig. Gen. A.L.S., lp., 8vo,
Ala Polytechnic Inst., Auburn, June 18,
To Gen. H. M. Cist. Re book on
1889.
battles of Chattanooga & Chickamauga.
lp.,

$2.50
8vo,

To

Gen.
$2-50

Friendly.
_
B. Brig. Gen. Env. addressed to Gen.
Cist Eddyville, Ky., Jan. 24, 1890. Signed.

Cist.

Lyon H.

$1.00
Lieut. Franklin Guard. A.L.S., 2pp.,
Camp Davis near Petersburg, Sept.

McCoy, W.
4to,

To Gen. H. R. Jackson. Describ12, 1861.
$2.00
ing the Guard, its officers, etc.
McCoy. A.L.S., 2pp., 8vo, Franklin, Va., July
To Gen. Jackson. Re enemy
28, 1860.
$1.50
movements.
McNeel, Paul. Confederate sympathizer. A.L.S.,

To Gov.
2pp., 4to, Millpoint, July 20, 1861.
Letcher of Va., offering to raise a cavalry

$1.50
company.
McNeel. A.L.S., lp., 4to, July 20, 1861. Re
$1.00
his cavalry company.
McCulloch, Henry E. Brig. Gen. A.L.S., 2pp.,
4to,

To

Alpine, July 27, 1889.

Gen.

About the war, with some family
Good.

Cist.

history.
$3.50

McGowan, Samuel.

A.L.S., lp.,
Brig. Gen.
To
Abbeville, S. C, June 26, 1887.
$2.50
Friendly.
Gen. Cist.
McKie, M. J. Provost Marshal. A.L.S., 2pp.,
8vo,

To Gen.
2, 1862.
Daniel Ruggles, describing confusion after
evacuation of Corinth & asking for guard to
protect property. With A.D.S. (initials) of

8vo, Canton, Miss., June

$5.00
A.L.S., pencil,

Ruggles on back page.
McNair, Evander. Brig. Gen.

4to, Hattiesburg, Miss., June 20, 1889.
$1-50
Gen. Cist. Friendly.
McRea, Dandridge. Brig. Gen. A.L.S., lp.,
To Gen.
4to, Searcy, Ark., June 18, 1889.
$2.00
Re Gen. Boynton's letters.
Cist.
Macbeth, Charles. Mayor of Charleston at time
lp.,

To

Sumter bombardment. L.S., lp., 4to,
Mayors Off., Charleston, Apr. 1861. To
Gov. F. W. Pickens of S. C, asking for
muskets, etc., for mil. guard of Washington

of Ft.

$5.00

Fire Co.

Maj. Gen. A.L.S., 2pp., 4to,
Petersburg, Va., July 25, 1889. To Col. H.

Mahone, William.

$3.00
M. Cist. Good political.
Mahone. A.L.S., lp., 4to, Petersburg, July 16,

To

$2.50
Gen. Cist. Friendly.
Provost Marshal.
William.
A.L.S., 5pp., 4to, Tangipaho, La., Oct. 25,
To Gen. Ruggles, answering charges
1862.
made against him as Provost Marshal. $3.50
A.L.S., 2pp., fol., Provost Marshal's
Martin.
To Gen.
Off., Camp Moore, July 8, 1862.
$1.00
Ruggles. List of prisoners.
Mason, James M. Comr. to Gt. Brit. Captured
with Slidell on "Trent" in 1861. Last 3pp.,
4to, of A.L.S., n.d., to Mr. Dallas, on pohti$2.00
caf affairs, personal matters, etc.
Mason. A.L.S., lp., 8vo, n.d. To Dr. King,
1889.

Martin,

George

$1.50

declining invitation.

A.L.S., lp.,
Maj. Gen.
8vo, Legation of U. S., Bogota, Col., June
$2.50
To Gen. Cist. Friendly.
19, 1889.

Maury, Dabney H.

DRAMA AND MUSIC

Confederate

A.L.S.,
Brig. Gen.
Lewis, W. G.
Goldsboro, N. C, Mar. 11 1890.
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Adams, Maude. Actress. A.L.S. ("Maude"),
lp., 8vo, Lake Ronkonkoma, L. I., (June

To Mr. Connor. Friendly $2.00
A.L.S., lp., 8vo, San Francisco, n.d.
$2.50
To Mr. Pollock. Note of thanks.
Lajeunesse, Mme. Can. operatic
Albani,
& oratorio singer. A.L.S. 3pp., 8vo,
$2.00
To Mrs. Thurber. Musical.
n d
Albani.' A.L.S., lp., 8vo, N.Y., Feb. 7, 1892
$1.00
Note of thanks.
Scottish pianist, composer.
d'Albert, Eugen.
A.Ms.S., lp., 8vo, June 3, 1893. 2 bars of
$2.00
music.
12, 1927).

Adams.

Emma

,

N Y
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1

A.Ms.S., lp., 4to, Worcester, May 6,
3 bars of music with inscription in

d'Albert.
1890.

German and 16mo port.
Adam, Adolph. Fr. composer.

$2.50
A.L.S., 2pp.,
16mo, n.d. To Jules de Premieriez. Musical.
$2.50
Anglin, Margaret
A.L.S., lp.,
Can. actress.
8vo, St. Nicholas Hotel, n.d. To Mrs. Botta, accepting invitation.
$1.00
Althouse, PauL
Amer. operatic and concert
tenor.
Printed program, 6pp., 8vo, of conSigned in
cert, Flemington, Sept. 26, 1937.
pencil on front.
$1.00
Anderson, Marian. Great Negro concert contralto.
Printed program of concert for
China Relief, at Constitution Hall, Washington, Jan. 7, 1943. Signed on front. Also
signed in pencil by S. Hurok, producer,
Mme. Litvinoff, etc.
$3.50
Arliss, George. Brit, actor. D.S., lp., 4to, N. Y.,
Agreement to act for Equity Players,
n.d.
Inc.
$1.00
Bache, Walter. Eng. pianist. A.D., not signed,
Amusing reply to
lp., 4to, Jan. 28, 1879.
request for autograph, with several bars of
music.
$2.00
Barnum, P. T. Great showman. A.L.S., lp.,
8vo, Tribune Off., Feb. 24, 1868. About his
advertisement.
$3.50

Barnum.

Apr.

A.N.S., lp., 8vo,
charitable contribution.

Barrett,

tragedian.

The Windsor, Feb.

9pp., 8vo,

Re
$2.00

Amer.

Lawrence.

n.y.

8,

A.L.S.,

13, n.y.

To

Arthur B. Chase, insurance agent. About
injurious rumors he had circulated about
Barrett.

$5.00

Barrett.

A.L.S., 2pp., 8vo, Cincinnati, Oct. 22,
1874.
To J. B. Pugh. About his theatrical affairs.
$2.50

Imperial photo., 8vo, signed in margin.

Barrett.

$2.50
Barrett, Wilson.
Eng. actor, playwright, manager.
A.L.S., 2pp., 2vo, Victoria Hotel,
Apr. 9, 1887. To Mrs. Thurber. Friendly.'
With orig. env.
$1.00

Batta, Alexandre.
Belgian
A.L.S., lp., 8vo, n.d. To

cellist,

composer.

M. Doehler. Musi-

cal, in French.
$1.50
Belasco, David.
Amer. playwright, producer.
A.D.S., lp., 16mo, on card, 1928. Christmas greeting to Edward Sheldon.
$1.00

Beriot, C.

W.

A.Ms.S.,

French

de.

violinist,

composer.

New

York, 22

Bori, Lucrezia. Span, lyric soprano. L.S., lp.,
8vo, n.d. To Mr. Sheldon. Note of thanks.
$1.00
Bori. Met. Opera House program, "Pelleas et
Melisande," Mar. 8, 1935.
Signed.
$2.00
Boucicault,
Dion.
Irish
actor,
playwright.
A.L.S., 2pp., 8vo, Clarendon Hotel, n.d. To

Charles

A.

Dana, sending

With

French.

etta Brignoli.

Brockway, Howard. Amer. composer. A.Ms.S.,
lp., 8vo, Mar. 8, 1925.
4 bars from "The
Nightingale."

$2.50
Dudley.
Amer. organist, composer.
A.L.S., 2pp., 8vo, Bklyn, Feb. 2, 1904. To
Mary Holden, praising her poem "Spirit of
Christ," which he feels, however, is not well
With pasted-on clipping
fitted for music.
and A.L.S., 3pp., 8vo, of Louis R. Dressier.
$5.00
Buck. A.L.S., lp., 8vo, Bklyn., Sept. 29, 1892.
To Mrs. J. A. Vosseller. About his terms
for instruction.
$2.00

Buck,

Eng.

Bacon, Katherine.

8vo, Feb. 14, 1927.

Beach,

Amy

Marcy. (Mrs. H. H. A. Beach).

Amer.

pianist,
composer.
A.Ms.S., lp.,
8vo, July 1, 1925. 2 bars from Heartsease,
included in "From Grandmother's Garden."

Beddoe, Dan.

$2.50
tenor.
A.L.S., 3pp., 8vo,
1913.
To Miss Vosseller,
$1.00

Welsh

N. Y., May 12,
about his fees.
Bellezza, Vincenzo.
Ital. conductor. A.Ms.S.,
2 bars from
lp., 8vo, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1927.
Verdi.

$2.00

Guardian of "Blind Tom,"

Bethune, Mrs. E.

Negro musician. A.D.S., lp., 8vo,
Tom's "mark" at top of

tifying to

$2.00

FOREIGN

To

Laboulaye, E. R. L. de.

18,

1876.

a

friend, entirely

on music.
$3.00

Blumner.

A.L.S., postal card, Berlin, June 13,
German. To Prof. Carl Muller.
$1.50

1891, in

Cer-

sheet.
$2.00

Friendly.

composer.
German, 2pp., 8vo, Berlin, Apr.

A.L.S., in

n.d.

Bimboni, Alberto.
Ital. conductor.
A.Ms.S.,
3 bars from
lp., 8vo, N. Y., June 1927.
"Winona Act 1st," with words.
$3.00
Bradbury, William B. Amer. organist, hymn
A.L.S., 2pp., 8vo,
composer, educator.
Kingston, Oct. 20, 1859. To Mr. Perkins.

Blumner, Martin.

conductor,

pianist.
A.Ms.S., lp.,
2 bars from Beethoven

$2.50
Op. 106.
Barbirolli, John. Orchestra conductor. A.Ms.S.,
4 bars of music.
lp., N. Y., 1936.
$3.00

Braggiotti, Mario.

Ger.

With

$1.00
A.L.S., 2pp.,
Friendly, in
A.L.S., 3pp., 8vo, of Giuli$2.50

8vo, Bruxelles, Apr. 19, 1870.
Music from "Mazurka a la malheureuse
Pologne."
$2.00
Bispham, David. Amer. baritone. A.L.S., lp.,
8vo, N. Y., New Years 1920. To Mrs. Gaylord. Thanks for a song.
$1.50
Bispham. A.D.S., lp., sm., 4to, Jan. 12, 1900.
Greetings to Miss Torrilhon, his first assistant with "Enoch Arden."
$1.50
Bispham. L.S., lp., 8vo, N. Y., Jan. 11, 1911.
To Mrs. Vosseller, about a concert. $1.00
lp.,

tickets-.

clippings.
Brignoli, Pasquale.
Ital. tenor.
8vo, N. Y., Oct., 23, 1883.

To Miss

Composer.

A.L.S.,

lp.,

8vo,

Friendly note,
with 5 bars from "Frere Jacques."
$2.00
Brailowsky, Alexander.
A.D.S., lp., sm. 4to,
Greetings to Miss
N. Y., Jan. 19, 1925.
n.d.

Vosseller.

Vosseller.

$2.50

Branson, Taylor. Amer. band leader, composer.
A.L.S., 3pp., 8vo, Washington, Mar. 31,
1930. To Miss Vosseller. About his musical plans, with few bars from "Tristan and
$2.00

Isolde."

Fr. journalist and poliA.L.S., lp. 4to, Paris, Dec. 19, 1866.
To Mrs. John Bigelow, praising Mr. Bigclow's work in behalf of France and the
$1.50
U. S.
tician.

.

1

East 57th St,

A.D.S., 3pp. 16mo, Dec. 26, 1870.
Praising Americans and asking their help
for
the victims of the Franco-Prussian
$1.50
War. With small port.
Lanza, Giovanni. Ital. statesman, Prime Min.
A.L.S., lp. 8vo, Firenze, Nov. 23, 1870.
Friendly.
$1.50
Lanza.
D.S., lp. 8vo, Firenze, Dec. 3, 1870.

Laboulaye.

$1.00

Official.

Ferdinand Marie de.
Fr. diplomat,
promoter of Suez and Panama Canals.

New
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Macdonald.
an 10.

A.D.S., lp. 4to, Paris, 10 fructidor
for two military mes-

Certificate

sengers.

$4.00

Macdonald.

To M.

L.S., lp. 4to, Paris,
le

May

13,

meeting of Legion of Honor.
Maeterlinck, Maurice.

$1.50

Belgian poet, dramatist,

essayist.
Rotogravure picture of him and
his daughter (?). Signed, Jan. 30, 1920.

Lesseps,

A.L.S.,

8vo,

La Chenaie,

Sept. 14,
Friendly.
$2.50
Lesseps.
16mo photo., signed. With companion signed photo of Helene de Lesseps.
$3.00
Lindet, Robert. Finance Min. in Fr. Rev. L.S.,
Order of
lp. 4to, Paris, 15 prairial an 2.
Com. of Pub. Safety. Signed also by C.
A. Prieur.
$3.50
Longhi, Giuseppe. Ital. engraver. A.L.S., lp.
4to, Milan,
To Raffaello
July 14, 1804.
Morghen. Financial.
$5.00
Louys, Pierre. Fr. man of letters. A.L.S., initials,

3pp.

To

1857.

lp.

his cousin.

16mo,

May

To

1907.

Claude De-

bussy, noted composer.
Friendly.
$3.50
Louys. A.N., 3d per., on personal calling card,
n.d.
To Mme. de Saint Mareaux. Note
of thanks.
$2.50
Luckner, Nicolas. Baron. Marshal of Fr. Guillotined.
L.S., lp. fol., Strasbourg, Oct. 27,
1791.
Military. With engr. ports.
$2.50
Luynes, H. T. P. J. d'Albert de. Fr. archaeologist, numismatist.
A.L.S. ("D'Albert de
Luynes"), 3pp. 8vo, Hyeres, Apr. 3, 1863.
Literary.
$2.00
Lafayette, George W.
Son of Washington's
friend.
A.L.S., lp. 8vo, Paris, Apr. 30,
1847.
Friendly.
$5.00
Lang, Anton. Postal card photo, as Christus
in Oberammergau Passion Play.
Signed.
$1.50
Lauriston, J. A. B. L., Marquis de. Fr. soldier.

Aide to Nap.

Marshal of Fr. L.S., lp.
Paris, Feb. 19, 1824.
To F. J. Bosio,
Fr. sculptor.
About a subscription for his

4to,

statue of Henri IV.
With fine standing
engr. port.
$3.50
Lebrun, Albert. Pres. of Fr. Postal card photo.,
signed on front.
$2.50
Lefebvre, Jules J. Fr. hist, and port, painter.
A.L.S., lp. 8vo, Jan. 11, 1892.
To G. De
Dramard. Friendly.
$1.50
Legros, Alphonse. Fr. painter, etcher. A.L.S.,
lp., 8vo, London, Mar. 13, 1878. To Champfleury Fr. novelist. Commenting on Champfleury's "Petite Rose," etc.
$6.00
Lepine.
Jeweller to Napoleon.
Inventor of

Lepine watch.
A.L.S. lp. 4to, 11 nivose
an 7. Au Citoyen Brequet, about a watch.
,

Littre,

M.

P.

E.

Fr.

scholar,

A.L.S., lp. 8vo, n.d.

$5.00
lexicographer.

Accepting invitation.
$1.00

Loyson, Charles.

Known

as

Pere Hyacinthe.

Excommunicated by Roman
Catholic Church. A.L.S., lp. 4to, Highland

Fr. preacher.

Falls, Nov. 8, 1869.
Friendly.
$1.00
Macdonald, J. E. J. A. Due de Tarente. Marshal of Nap.
A.L.S., lp. sm. 4to, Paris,
Aug. 26, 1831. To an editor, sending a

contribution.

$4.00

1831.

Comte Francais de Nantes. Re

$2.50

Maison, N. J. Marshal of Nap. A.L.S., 2pp.
4to, June 13, 1836.
To Mme. Malcheska,
about his approaching marriage.
$3.50
Maison. A.L.S., 2pp. 8vo, Paris, Dec. 10, 1829.
Friendly.

$2.50

Mamiani, Terenzio.

Conte

della

Rovere.

Ital.

statesman, philosopher.
A.L.S., 3pp. 8vo,
Firenze, Dec. 9, 1870. Friendly, sending a
tiny photo, (pasted on 3d page).
$2.50
Maret, Hugues B.
Due de Bassano. Secty.
A.L.S., lp. 4to, Paris,
State under Nap.
8 germinal an 10.
Sending the treaty of
peace (Amiens), which Napoleon wants
published in the "Moniteur."
$7.50
Maret. L.S., lp. 4to, Paris, Dec. 25, 1809.. To
Le Due de Raguse, Nap. Marshal, about
organization of Illyrian provinces.
$2.50
Marie. Queen of Roumania. Handsome postal
card photo., 1926. Signed on front.
$3.50
Marmont, A. F. Due de Raguse. Marshal of
Nap. A.L.S., lp. 4to, n.d. Friendly, signed with his title.
$5.00
Marmont. L.S., lp. fol., Paris, Oct. 19, 1816.
To Marshal Clarke, Due de Feltre. Mili-

tary

$2.50

Mazzini, Giuseppe. Ital. statesman. A.L.S., in
Eng., lp. 16mo, June 23, n.y.
Sending a
friend's address.
With small port.
$3.50
Medical. A.D.S. ("De Vattenville") 2pp. 3m.
4to, Thionville, Aug. 2, 1755.
Results of
a medical consultation.
Curious.
$2.50
Medici, Anna de. Dau. Cosimo II, niece Emperor Ferdinand II. L.S., lp., fol., Innsbruck, Apr. 3, 1650. To Marquis Gabriello
Riccardi, Ambassador in Rome, in behalf
of her spiritual adviser, Friar Francesco
Samini.
$3.50
Medici, Carlo de. Cardinal. Son Grand Duke
Ferdinand I. L.S. ("The Card, de Medici's"), lp., 4to,
pectful, in his
Medici, Claudia de.

Rome,

own

Sept. 26,
behalf.

Dau. Ferdinand

1637. Res$5.00
I.

Regent

July 10, 1645'(?).
the Prince Cardinal of
Tuscany, recommending a man for a pen-

of Tyrol. A.L.S.,
To her brother,

lp., fol.,

$5.00

sion.

Medici, Ferdinando.
Prince of Tuscany. Son
Cosimo III. A.L.S. ("The Prince of Tuscany") lp., sm. 4to, Pisa, Dec. 31, 1703.
To Marquis Francesco Riccardi. Friendlv.
$5.00

Medici, Giovanni Carlo.

Cardinal.

Son Cosi-

mo

II.
Adviser to Queen Christina of
Sweden. A.L.S., lp., 4to, Apr. 5, 1639. To
Ambassador Riccardi, on personal and

other affairs.

$5.00

AMERICAN COLONIAL AND REVOLUTIONARY
Rawdon-Hastings, Francis. Marquis of Hastings. Earl of Moira. As Lord Rawdon, dist.
Brit officer in Rev. A.L.S., ("Moira"), 2pp.,
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Leicestershire, July 20, 1800.
To Mr.
Sedley.
Friendly.
$3.50
Rawdon-Hasftinigs. A.L.S., ("Rawdon"), 4pp.,
4to,

Townsend, Penn. Mass.

4to,

Apr.

ual

acquaintances,

8vo, Boston, Mar. 22, 1703. Copy
of certificate of Thomas Savage.
$1.50
Townsend. D.S., lp., 8vo, Apr. 1706. Costs allowed by Inferior Court of Pleas, Boston.
$1.00

30, n.y.

To

Col. Ross, about

mut-

$3.50
papers, 19

etc.

Rhode

Island. Group of Colonial
1705-1758, including letters, documents, land deeds, promissory note, receipt,
etc., mostly relating to Newport.
$5.00
Rochambeau, Jacosta. Wife of Fr. Gen. dist. in
Rev. A.L.S., lp., 8vo, 17 nivose an 3. Asking that two letters to her son be passed
on their way.
$3.50
pieces,

Rowland, David. Conn. mem. Stamp Act Cong.
A.D.S., 2pp.,
signed twice.

_

Rowland.

8vo,

Fairfield,

1763.

Legal,
$3.00

D.S., lp., 8vo, n.d.

Costs allowed in

court.

$2,00
8vo, May 23, 1679, of
Hilliard Veven, Court Clerk. Copy of testimony of John Chubb.
$2.50
Sewall, Stephen. Clerk of Salisbury, Mass.
A.D.S,. lp., fol. Copy of 1698 court record.

Salem, Mass.

A.D.S.,

lp.,

$2 00
N. Y. Dutch Ch. A.L.S.,
lp., 8vo, N. Y. June 5, 1792. Receipt for
£200 from Lewis Morris, owed to the

Sickels, John. Treas.

church.

$3.50
Justice of Peace at Cape Cod.
A.D.S., lp., fol., Barnstable, Apr. 29, 1775.
4-line endorsement on deed for land in
Sandwich.
$2.50

Skeff, Stephen.

_

Smith, William S. Aide to Washington. Son-inlaw of John Adams. A.D.S., obi, N. Y.,
Aug. 29, 1804. Certifying to measurement
of schooner Lark.
$2.50
Smith. D.S., lp., 8vo, Inspectors Off., July 31,
1804. Return of brandy & wine per ship
Swain.
$2.00
Smith. D.S., lp., obi., Port of N. Y., Dec. 13,
1800.

Import

certificate.

$1.50

Stewart, Archibald.
N. J. mem. Cont. Cong.
A.D.S. lp., obi., Dec. 20, 1779. Order about

A.D.S.,

Thomas

Tucker,

Col.

in

Indian wars.

lp.,

Va.

mem.

A.L.S.,

lp.,

T.

Treas. of U.

S.

ton,

1806.

Cong.

Cont.
4to,

Washing-

To John

Page, former
About Page's appointment as
U. S. Comr. of Loans.
$3.50
Tucker. L.S., lp., 4to, Treas. of U. S., Washington, Oct. 5, 1805. To Ethan A. Brown.
Sept. 9,
Gov. of Va.

Official.

$1.00

Tyler, Royall. Jurist. Author "The Contrast,"
first drama written by an American. D.S.,
lp., fol., Vermont, n.d. Printed appointment,
in blank. Rare
$4.00
Tyler, Samuel. Clerk of Salisbury, Mass. A.D.S.,
4pp., 4to. 1720 copy of Gloucester town records of 1664 and 1695 relating to grist mill.
$2.00

Tyler. D.S., 2pp.,

1774 copy of 1674 deed

fol.

for land.

$1.50

Tyler. D.S., 2pp., fol. Copy of 1680 town records
relating to purchasers of land.
$1.50
Valentine, John. Early Mass. jurist, Atty. Gen.
A.D.S., lp., 4to, Boston, Sept. 22, 1712.
Legal.
$2.00
Varick Richard. Col. in Rev. Mayor of N. Y.
D.S., lp.,

fol.,

Mar.

2,

1790.

Tavern

license.

$2.50
D.S., lp., 4to, N. Y., Mayor's Court,
Jan. 1799. Bail bond.
$1.50
Walker, Benjamin. Lieut. Col. in Rev. Aide to
Washington & Steuben. D.S., lp., 8vo, N. Y.,
Aug. 11, 1794. Import certificate.
$1.00
Walker. D.S., lp., fol., Aug. 25, 1794. Inspector's return of cargo.
$1.00

Varick.

Walker,

Timothy. N. H. mem. Cont. Cong.
lp., 4to, Concord, July 4, 1783. Approving Benj. Hannaford as Tavern Keeper.
A.D.S.,

$2 00

,

damaged

flour.

$2.00

A.D.S., obi., Jan. 13, 1779.
Order
about iron for shoeing sleighs.
$2.00
Strong, Caleb. Mass. mem. Cont. Cons:. Gov.
of Mass. D.S., lp., fol., Boston, Feb. 15,
1805. Appointment of Just, of Peace, with
seal. Also signed by John Avery.
$2.50
Strong. D.S., lp., 4to, Council Chamber. Jan.
20, 1804. Order concerning draft from Treas.
of U, S.
$2.50
Taxes, New England. Bill, lp., 4to, n.d., of direct taxes due by various property owners

Stewart.

Westport and Dartmouth, Mass. Curious
and interesting.
$2.50
Taxes. A.D.S., obi., Feb. 27, 1789, of William
Almy, Collector. Receipt for money paid by
Capt. Benjamin Willcox for a State tax.
in

$2.50

Dartmouth, May 26. 1815,of
Tosiah Stedman, Asst. Assessor. Order to
Benjamin Wilcox to submit list showing
value of household furniture and watches.

Taxes. D.S..

obi.,

$2.50
Telfair.

Edward. Mem. Cont. Cong., Gov. of Ga.

Savannah, July 1802. To
son Alexander, about his studies.
$5.00
Telfair. Last 3 pages, 4to, of A.L.S., May 27
and 30, 1785. Business & Financial. Signed
A.L.S., 2pp., 4to.

his

twice.

$3.50

Walker. A.D.S.,

8vo, Concord, July
Certificate of Hannaford's oath as
lp.,

7,

1783.

Tavern

Keeper.
Walley, John. Gen.

in

Fr.

Copy

of

Almsbury land records

2pp., fol.
of 1666

&

&

Ind.

War.

1712.

$2.00
D.S.,

$1.50
of
of
$3.50

Weare, Meshek. Mem. Albany Cong. Pres.
N. H. D.S., lp., 8vo, Oct. 3, 1777. Order

Com.

of Safety about a prisoner.
D.S., obi., Feb. 11, 1780. Order to pav
money advanced to a Cont. soldier. $2.50

Weare.

Wibird, Richard.
Tudge. D.S.,
1762. Legal.

N.

H. mem. Albany Cong.
Portsmouth, Sept. 29,

lp., fol.,

$2.50

Wilkinson James. Brig. Gen.

in

Rev.

ated in Burr's conspiracy. A.D.S.,
Dec. 30, 1798. Order for hinges.
Wilkinson. A.D.S., obi., Sept. 3, 1796.
for paper, quills, etc.

Impliclp.,

8vo,
$4.00

Warrant
$3.50

WANTED
Collections, large or small, of old letters and documents of historical or literary interest. Offers
made upon request. Send in list of what you have,
and we shall advise you what to do.

WALTER

R.

Mary
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BENJAMIN AUTOGRAPHS
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Benjamin, Director
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YIU. THULY, A. LINCOLN

—

reputation in bibliographic circles
had
no criminal intentions but was merely
seeking to gratify an intense and en-

during passion for nineteenth-century
Americana. Guided by the attendant
to a bank of mahogany card-catalogue
files at one end of the room, he began
flicking his way through them know-

and jotting down on call slips
the numbers of several miscellanies
of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
autographs, mostly those of Benjamin
Franklin and Abraham Lincoln. When
he had finished, he handed the slips to
the attendant, who assigned him a place
ingly

at the table, disappeared into the ad-

and presently returned
and placed before him several boxes,
each containing an assortment of letters,
signatures, memorandums, and government papers. Cosey subsided with them

Joseph Cosey

ONE

day

1929, a slender little man of forty-two, with a
wen on his right cheek and a
lock of brown hair drooping over the

walked
guard

ton, diffidently asked the

information desk the

way

into

Washing-

the Library of Congress, in

to the

at the

Manu-

and was directed to the
spacious northwest pavilion on the second floor. Upon entering it, he lingered
for a moment, gazing admiringly at its
scripts Division,

lofty ceiling, embellished with a flight

of seraphs

and cherubs, and

murals adorning
picting a

nymph

its

at the four

buff walls, each de-

symbolic of one of the

Then, after glancing about at
more immediate surroundings, he

The mood

lasted nearly

two hours,

Cosey had lovingly
studied almost every autograph in the
lot.
Then, as he neared the end of
the final boxful, his mood changed to
one of irresistible desire. Skimming back
through the contents of the boxes and
comparing the merits of one item and
another with an experienced eye, he
filially settled on a pay warrant endorsed by Benjamin Franklin in 1786,

which time

by

when he was

president of the

Council

Executive

Supreme

Pennsylvania.

of

Cosey

Sliding this into his pocket,

re-

placed the rest of the autographs in their
boxes and handed them back to the

was not

of the Manuscripts Division to verify

a

stood

It

the

it

to

and Cosey

the stacks,

by

number

of

theft

still

semi-private segments, at some of which
scholarly-looking visitors sat reading.
In addition to the head of the Manu-

since

no complete inventory

circular

table

clear-glass partitions into a

and a catawere five attendants on
duty, and when one of these asked the
newcomer, whose legal name was Mar-

practice

the contents of a box before restoring

divided

massive

library

(In

unchallenged.

tin

Coneely, to sign the

visitors' register,

he readily obliged by writing "Joseph
Cosey," which was his favorite of six

although it was the only one
he had not employed while committing a series of commonplace felonies
•that extended back to the early years of
aliases,

the century.

At

—

the

moment,

as

it

hap-

pened, Cosey
to use the name under
which he was soon to achieve a national

men

remains

graphs has been
of Cosey's visit.)

officially

American

made

in pitting his skill against the dealer's

a year or

so,

Cosey roamed the country,

living

drinking heavily, and occasionally inspecting other collections of
Americana, he wound up penniless in
New York City. Desperate for money
to buy liquor, he painfully resigned himself

to

the idea of selling his stolen

Franklin autograph, and took it to an
obscure dealer he picked at random on

"Book Row," the six blocks "of Fourth
Avenue extending between Astor Place
and Union Square that constitute the

had

at last

logical forgery, a career in which, as far
as

anybody knows, he may

From

gaged.

still

be en-

the early thirties until

Second World War, he

shortly after the

papered the country with his handiwork forgeries predominantly of Lincoln, but also of Franklin, Edgar Allan
Poe, Mary Baker Eddy, and a score of

—

other

in flophouses,

that he

about making a career of archeo-

set

profusion

during which

felt

discovered his true bent, and he at once

—

Americans

illustrious

in

such

autograph market
was thrown into a state of demoralization from which it has not even yet
fully recovered. Although Cosey disappeared from his former haunts in
1

AFTER

Cosey

sagacity,

the

of auto-

spirit

achievement. Spurred by his success

the

since the time

history,

Nothing stimulates the creative
like

left

unnoticed,

in

graph.

fact,

scripts Division, his assistant,

loguer, there

raged that he left the dealer's shop determined to teach the ignorant man a
lesson by creating a truly bogus document and selling it to him. Severely
handicapped though he was by malnutrition and alcoholism, Cosey spent the
next several months in public libraries,
painstakingly copying facsimiles and
originals of the handwriting of various

in a state of rapt delight.

attendant.

lights,

ment on Cosey's career was revolutionand its effect on the American autograph market was catastrophic. His
pride of scholarship was so deeply out-

ary,

distinguished

his

walked toward the center of the room,

forgery.

second-hand-book

city's

The dealer spurned it as a
The effect of this hasty judg-

producing what the law, using the adjective rather loosely, terms archeological forgeries. He found that Lincoln's
handwriting came easiest to him, and by
1931 he had become proficient enough
at imitating it to forge "Yrs. Truly, A.
Lincoln" on a snippet of paper so convincingly that the dealer bought it from
him for ten dollars as an authentic auto-

seasons.

where, beneath a ring of

business.

joining stacks,

in

right side of his forehead,

center of the

that the

943 and now

is

be incapacitated,

if

generally believed to
not dead, there have

been intermittent reports over the past
dozen years which suggest that he may
be continuing his activities, though on
a much smaller scale. "Cosey was the
greatest forger of his kind in this century," says G. William Bergquist, an
authority on literary hoaxes of all kinds,
who got to know him well while serving,

from 1929

to

vestigator for the

1946, as

special in-

New York

Public

Library at its main building, on Fortysecond Street, and who subscribes to the

—
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belief that Cosey's forging days are
probably over.
Cosey successfully forged not only
signatures but whole letters and other
manuscripts in the handwriting of the
signers. Ordinarily, when he attempted
holographs, he reproduced an actual
text verbatim, but he became so familiar
with the literary style of some of the
persons whose handwriting he forged
that, from time to time he improvised
texts over forged signatures and thus

some

ad-libbed

lines

became

that

temporarily, at any rate

—

footnotes to

He usually let his victims set
their own prices, which ranged between
history.

and ten dollars for the most part,
although on occasion he accepted fifty
or seventy-five dollars and at least once,
in 1937, demanded, and got, a. hunfive

dred. In the

spirit

of the sportsman

who

scorns to shoot a sitting bird, Cosey

seldom tried to fob off his forgeries on
amateurs. "I take pleasure in fooling
the professionals," he often said. Among
those who afforded him this pleasure
were some of the nation's most astute
bibliophiles
and autograph experts.

Many

dean of the trade, and is today preeminent in its field. Benjamin himself
was no exception. He paid Cosey twenty-five dollars for a Lincoln legal brief.
In fairness to Benjamin, however, it
should be pointed out that he was eightythree at the time Cosey tackled him, and
that his eyesight (he always trusted to
his natural vision, disdaining the

mag-

most experts use) had
begun to fail, because of a cataract; as
soon as his daughter saw the brief, she
recognized it as spurious by the uncharacteristic sheen of the ink. In her
book, "Autographs: A Key to Collecting," published in 1946, Miss Benjamin
devotes more attention to Cosey than to
any other forger, living or dead. "Cosey,
who had good reason to be proud of his
Lincoln forgeries, had mastered Lincoln's writing in an astonishing manner," she writes. "Only Cosey in the
nifying

glass

more recent

past

is

distinguished for

which characterized many of his predecessors." In a lecture on the subject of Cosey before an
that painstaking care

audience of bibliophiles at the Grolier
Club in 1939, Bergquist said, "Decid-

edly, there

is

something intriguing

liberately forging the

handwriting of

some well-known person. Obviously,
this is not the work of any ordinary
criminal. I am convinced that the person who does this is hardly ever motivated by the sole hope of monetary re-

ward.
Rarely do these forgers sell
their goods to the unwary. No doubt,
hunger or some other unsatisfied want
.

forces

.

.

them

at

tirri€s

into the displeasing

practice of selling a forgery to the ig-

norant, but certainly they get no pleasure in doing so and must feel that they
are prostituting their art, for

it is

an

forge one hand, but marvellous
switch to others at will."

Cosey received an even greater tribfrom the New York Public Library when, in 1934, with the dual
purpose of educating the innocent and
removing from circulation as many
ute

specimens of
set

his

work

as possible,

John

a special

file

known

as the

Cosey Col-

Gribbel, of Phila-

failed

to

escape

the

taint^of a Cosey.

Auction gal-

have

work in
among them

leries

listed his

their catalogues,

Parke-Bernet

the

Galleries,

the country's leading auction

house, which once scheduled a

Cosey Lincoln for sale, appraised at fifteen hundred dollars.
(The document was
found to be a forgery in time
to be withdrawn before going
under the hammer.) The discreet recesses of an office safe
in

Brentano's, on Fifth

Ave-

nue, contain a lengthy Lincoln

from Cosey's pen.
Arthur Brentano purchased it at a price and under

legal brief

The

late

circumstances that the present
officers of the

from

shrink

"The less said,
how the presi-

discussing.

the better"

dent,

company

Nixon

is

Griffis, feels

about

"Practically everybody has
been stung by Cosey," says
Mar)' A. Benjamin, whose

autograph firm, at 18 East
Seventy-seventh Street, was
founded in 1887 by the late
Walter R. Benjamin, her
father

and the acknowledged

it

up, under Bergquist's supervision,

ing those of the late Emanuel
Hertz, of New York, and the
delphia,

to

•

autograph collections, includ-

late

art,

rather than a profession. It is understandable how a man might learn to

impeccable *

otherwise

in

down and de-

the idea of a person sitting

"What do you mean, men are all alike? Do you realize, young lady,
that less than one-tenth of one fer cent of all the men in this country
are in my income bracket?'"

—
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has been adding
ever since. Consisting principally of
items the library has been able to prevail upon Cosey's dupes to donate, the

lection, to

which

it

John Marshalls, two James Madisons,
one John Adams, one Samuel Adams,

comprises seventy-eight
documents thirty-one Lincolns, eight
Poes, five Franklins, five David Rittenhouses, four Mary Baker Eddys, four

one Button Gwinnett, one Lyman Hall,
one Benjamin Rush, one Richard
Henry Lee, one Patrick Henry, one
Alexander Hamilton, one Walt Whitman, one Mark Twain, one Sir Francis
Bacon, one Earl of Essex, and one Rud-

George Washingtons, two Edwin M.
Stantons, two Thomas Jeffersons, two

yard Kipling, the last three being rather
unusual examples, since Cosey made

Collection

now

—

few excursions

into the foreign field.

Bergquist started the Cosey Collection
with two specimens he had more or
less confiscated from the forger hima Lincoln legal petition and a
self

—

draft of

some notes Poe wrote

nection with "Tamerlane."
additions

in con-

The

latest

—two Franklin pay warrants,

probably copied from the one Cosey
stole
were contributed in 1954 by

—

Arthur Swann, a

vice-presi-

dent of Parke-Bernet, who
weeded them out, with the
owner's approval, from a

group

autographs

of

the

were about to aucoff. Although specu-

galleries

tion

is almost meaningless
such matters, one wellinformed collector has ven-

lation
in

tured to guess that if its conthe
tents were genuine,

Cosey Collection would be
worth about a hundred
thousand dollars.

MARTIN

CONEELY, to
Co-

revert briefly to
sey's real

name,

for the sake

was born

of vital statistics,

New

York, on
February 1 8, 1887, the son
of Robert Coneely, an Irish
Catholic immigrant who
was a cabinetmaker by
trade, and Sarah Bease, a
in Syracuse,

native

were

There

of Virginia.

older children

six

Robert, Jr., Thomas (who
died in childhood), Patrick,
Arthur, Philip, and Elizabeth.

All of the five

grew up turned out

who
to be

respectable citizens. Robert
ran a small printing shop,

Patrick became a plumber,
Arthur and Philip cooks,

and Elizabeth a housewife.
Cosey recalled in later years,
while discussing his youth
with various parole officers,
that as a boy he resented parental authority
to

make

and tended

things

difficult

around the house. Away
from home, however, he
appears to have got on all
right. In both elementary
school, which he entered at
the age of six, and high
school,

through

which he attended
his sixteenth year,

he stood near the top of his

"Well, there she

is,

Braley.

Your fabulous white goddess.

class. In his spare time, he
enjoyed helping his brother Robert in the printing

He

shop.

acquired

also

a

taste

for

-reading about mid-nineteenth-century

America, the subject that continued to
fascinate him as an adult.
Cosey left home at seventeen, after
a quarrel with his father, and, as far
as is known, had no further contact
with any member of his family. For
a while he wandered about the Middle

West

as a printer, starting at three dol-

—

the standfifty cents a week
ard salary for an apprentice in those
days
and slowly working up to twenty-five dollars. Wherever he went, he

lars

and

—

would explore the resources of the local
library, and he would generally not
move on until he had read everything it
had to offer in the way of nineteenthcentury American history. The city he
stayed longest in was Peoria, Illinois,
where he kept a job for six months, and
where, while rummaging through his
employer's stockroom one day, he came
across something that proved of paramount importance to him in his later
career as a forger
an old but unused
ledger with blue-tinted pages watermarked "Moinier's, 1 85 1 ." From holographs he had scrutinized in libraries,
Cosey had learned that while Lincoln
was practicing law in nearby Springfield
he filed a number of briefs on blue-tinted
paper watermarked "Moinier's, 1851."

—

BALDWIN

IS

THE OFFICIAL

Cosey affectionately appropriated the
ledger as a souvenir, with no notion at
it to any practical
and in spite of the itinerant, dissolute, and spasmodically criminal way

the""time of putting

use,

of

he

life

managed

drifted

to

keep

into,

it

he

somehow

with him until he

America

suburbs... towns, villages.

tribute the excellence of

what they term

Blue Lincoln Period

With

to this ledger.

the increasing use of the Lino-

became a victim
unemployment. In
1908, he turned up in Chicago, and
the Bureau of Charities there hired him
to distribute its reports. The wages were
only fifteen dollars a week, though, and
he found the work tedious, so in 1909,
for a change of pace, he joined the
Army, and was sent to the Philippines as
a private with Company G, 1 9th Infantry. In 1913, he was abruptly restored
type machine, Cosey
of

technological

to civilian life,

with a dishonorable

cities,

What

yesterday was "culture" for the few, today
is

his

on the move toward greater

music ... for more people ... in

took up archeological forgery, a quarter
of a century later. Cosey students at-

is

a spontaneous manifestation of the

American way of life

The makers of

... for all.

the Baldwin

Grand Piano
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musical organizations which have

Baldwin
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salute the great musical artists
prefer, play

upon and

made

And
who

praise Baldwin

as the piano of their choice.

Of

course

it's

Baldwin

that builds the Acrosonic

—
—

today's finest small piano.

dis-

company
and forties, when-

charge, after assaulting the
cook.

In the

thirties

ever Cosey had occasion to review his
military career, he would flourish a certificate

of honorable

summary

of his

discharge and a

Army

record contain-

ing the information that he had served

from
1

1918 to 1920, first with the
53rd Depot Brigade, at Fort Slocum,

THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY,

Dept. NY-26, Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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•
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New

rroup
Repair Units 306 and 311, at Camp
Holabird, Maryland; that he was
eight years younger than his actual
age; and that his character while in
service was "very good." Photostats
of these two amiable fakes, rated among
his lesser works, are included in the
Cosey Collection.
Cosey always claimed that Army discipline
permanently prejudiced him
against law and order and drove him to
drink. Whatever the cause, he soon became a petty criminal and an alcoholic,
only occasionally trying his hand at legitimate work, such as selling newspapers,

loading trucks, and soliciting business
for a printing

company.

Between

the

time of his discharge and his debut as an
archeological forger he accumulated a
record of seven felonies in five cities. But
his heart does

not seem to have been in

non-archeological fraud, and his ap-

proach to
police

it

was

so desultory that the

were almost always able

to catch

him with little difficulty. His first conviction was for stealing a motorcycle
while on a bender in Sacramento, California, in 1913; he was still tooling
around on it when he was arrested. He
gave the alias Joe Hallaway and was
sentenced to eighteen months in San
Quentin Prison. Paroled at the end of
six months, he rode the rails back and
forth across the continent, stopping off,

whose libraries were
Americana. As Frank Thompson, he was arrested in Philadelphia on
December 4, 1914, while trying to cash
a forged check; because he had not
quite succeeded in doing so, the court
was lenient and gave him a suspended
as usual, in cities
rich in

The following year, as John
he paid a fine of fifty dollars and
spent five days in a Seattle jail for carrying a concealed weapon. In later life,
he sometimes boasted that in 1915 he
had been a gold prospector in the Klonsentence.
Hill,

dike

and had shot up

who

tried to

ord confirms

jump

quite a

his claim,

few

rivals

but no rec-

reminiscence, and such
would seem rather alien

this

acts of violence

his normally mild disposition.
In
1916, as John Martin, he cashed a
forged check in San Jose, California,
and went back to San Quentin for three
years. One day in 1920, at a time when
he was employed as a runner for a Philadelphia bank, under his Frank Thompson alias, he stole thirty thousand dollars'
worth of negotiable bonds by forging

to

delivery receipts; a

detective

arrested

same day when he attempted to
convert all the bonds into cash at "once.
He was convicted of grand larceny, and
served one year of a three-year term in

him

the
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the Eastern State Penitentiary. In 1922,
as

Neither did Shah Jahan. He laiew the pitfalls
awaiting the non-professional, so he called on experts

an

architect to build

—an

interior designer to

create magnificent settings.

and you

can, too,

when

it

redecorating your home.
decorator

is

He

from eight to sixteen years in Holmesburg Prison, from which he was paroled
after five, years. Thus, Cosey passed
more than a fourth of the first forty

chose wisely

comes to

The

interior

trained to guide your needs

years of his

and tastes, to draw up the plan and then
to help you choose everything from
an
interior decorator - he
(or she) will make your
dream home a wonderful

behind bars.

life

The

time

was not wholly wasted, however, for,
as might be expected, he spent a good

furniture to ashtrays - correctly

and

Arthur Roche, he cashed another

forged check, in Boston, and was sent
to the Massachusetts State Reformatory
for five years, of which he served two.
Returning to Philadelphia, again as
Frank Thompson, he cashed a series of
forged checks and was sentenced to

deal of

efficiently. Call

reading

in prison libraries,

it

books on American history.
In contrast to the trouble Cosey had
keeping out of jail as a common criminal, he hawked his autographic and

reality.

twenty years and
was convicted only once in connection
for the very good reason
with them

allied fakes for at least

—

that, while wildly violating the spirit of
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Polo Coats

Woolens
Shorts

Paris Perfumes

Jaeger Classics

Ballantyne of
Peebles Cashmeres
. . .

in

New York State

Bermuda

Trimingham's treasury of
these fabulous Scottish

cashmeres

follows:

The

reproduction or forgery of any

is

up

him

to

was
work for

most unusual, and

when he

unusually lovely, colours

explanations.

pullovers and

long, in dressmakers

and

intarsias too.

its

As a rule, Cosey strictly avoided misrepresenting the documents he forged.
He would give a prospective buyer a
plausible account of how he had come
by an item, but he would shrewdly leave
to decide

genuine.

it

cardigans, short and

derives

dred dollars or by imprisonment in the
county jail for not more than ninety days,
or by both such fine and imprisonment.

Atlantic. You'll find the

in

which

value from its antiquity, whether copied
or not, with intent to represent the same
to be an original and genuine archeological specimen, with intent to deceive or offer such object for sale or exchange, representing the same to be the original and
genuine; or knowingly to have possession
of any such reproduced or forged archeological objects, with intent to offer the
same as original and genuine, is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not less
than twenty-five nor more than two hun-

famous

sides of the

object

archeological

it

on both

Penal Code (and oth-

er states have similar statutes) reads as

.

,

Liberty Scarves

the law, he almost always carefully obSection 959 of the
its letter.

served

whether or not

"My

sister

a doctor, and he gave

used to
it to her

was one of his favorite
Another was that he was
a W.P.A. worker and had found the
document while helping demolish an old
building on the lower East Side as part
of

a

retired"

slum-clearance

statements were not

project.

illegal,

Such

and Cosey

seldom made stronger ones; if
there were any repercussions, he could
blandly point out that he had never represented the document to be anything

very

you'll

meet

your friends at

^f^.
^I

•

-A***"*

more than an

ft/l/Wl

Ml

|

Bermuda

On

old piece of paper.*
Cosey would use the

occasion,

tantalizing

word "inherited"

to interest

-

FEDRVARf Z 5 • 1956
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a prospective buyer in a

document, but

was on safe ground,
man drawing up a will may

here, again, he
a

since

THE AUTHENTIC

specifically leave his heirs scraps of pa-

IRISH

month's grocery

NATIONAL

per as worthless as
bill

he

if

last

TIE

Around

inclined.

so

feels

934, Cosey employed this device to sell
Mary Baker Eddy letter
of his own composition, telling Benjamin Bass, the proprietor of the Strand
Bookstore, at 81 Fourth Avenue, that
it was an inheritance
from an uncle.
1

a three-page

Dated March 21, 1905, and addressed
Miss Sarah Dean, of Brookline,
:o
Massachusetts,

My

read:

it

On St. Patrick's
Day— March 17th—

Beloved Student,

Your

and I just want to
Also the verse you so considerately sent. I think it is beautiful and
contains a sentiment worthy of the occasion for which it was written. I am sending you here a few lines from "Science and
Health with Key to the Scriptures," and
am sure you will find in them an answer
to your question of Sunday.
As every Christian Scientist, and every
practitioner of Christian Science knows, to
mention the name of a practitioner who is
letter arrived

thank you for

be proud of your

it.

Irish origin.

the only

my

all

—

Irish

National necktie.

Made
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— worn
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and other great
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Irishmen the world over.
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absent to a patient receiving treatment, as
a suggestion is malpractice and wholly at

variance with

Wear

official

with
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teachings.

—

authentic

$2 postpaid.
ties,

cause of disease rather than

the

cause.

God

to things alien to

He

comfort you.

will

1600

'TlA
59 East 54th

way

not give

over

OF/ DUBLIN in.

its

cure."

Do

for

names. Write for descriptive folder.

"
the human will which maketh and
worketh a lie against the Principle of divine harmony, is destructive of health, and
is

handkerchiefs, etc.

crests

St.,

New

York 22

our
will

stand by you.
Affectionately,

Mary Baker Eddy
View

Pleasant

Bass paid Cosey four dollars for the
letter.

"I was pretty

new

at the

game

and autographs weren't exactly in
line anyway," he said recently. "I

then,

my

looked up letters

like

records of

in

it

book auctions and saw that they brought

upward

of forty dollars.

four dollars

The gamble

it

So

was worth

I figured at

the

gamble."

Bass had
examined by more experienced collectors, who told him that
while the spirit was Mrs. Eddy's, the
text was pure Cosey, pointing out that,
the

did not pay off.

letter

among

other

things,

the

founder of

t

Christian Science habitually referred to

"Science and Health with

Key

to the

ESCOFFIER
SAUCE!

Scriptures," the bible of her faith, not by
its

title

but simply as "the textbook."

Such instances of scholarly slovenliness
are relatively rare in Cosey 's dossier.
Sometimes Cosey would offer a sub-

document in tacit support of the
one he was primarily interested in selling. This would be a forged letter of
verification, for which he would also
make no claim of authenticity. The letsidiary

ter, in addition to displaying

scholarship,

woidd

impressive

be deftly calculated

Unquestionably the world's finest
sauce — the most expensive — and
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.

.
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yet
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bottle of Sauce Diable or Sauce
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the
to suggest Cosey's simplicity, tickle

buyer's vanity, and hold out the promof a unique bargain. In June of

ise

1938, for example, he showed up at
the offices of the

Fox Book Company,

Brooklyn, with three Lincoln items
a notification to the
he wanted to sell
Senate of the signing of a bill to suppress
insurrection, a note to Secretary of War
Edwin M. Stanton relaying a telegram

in

—

from General Grant ("All looks remarkably well"), and a message to
Congress on an act to abolish slavery in
the District of Columbia. These were
contained in an opened enve-lope (Cosey
from an
is thought to have retrieved it
ash can) franked by "Walter fCahn,

Department

of the Interior, Office of

Education, Washington, D.C." and
addressed to "William A. ('Hank')
Wheeler, Jr., Educational Radio Projects,

Box 191,

Station D.,

N.Y." With-

out actually saying so, Cosey conveyed
the impression that he was Wheeler.
The envelope also contained a letter,
signed "Walter

Kahn," which

manufacturing

Friend Hank,

The message

to

Congress of April 16th

was probably revised many times before
Lincoln was satisfied with it. It was customary for him to make drafts of his

be

speeches and addresses beforehand. This
copy (April 16th) is not the copy he read
from to Congress. The one Lincoln used
Library
is now in the Boston Public
(Barton-Tichenor [sic] Collection) presented by Col. R. Higgins. The original
draft of the famous Gettysburg address

has never been found. The copy from
which Lincoln delivered the address at
Gettysburg was not the original, but a
revision and was given to Lincoln's son
Robert. It is now in the Library of
Congress.
This copy of a telegram is undoubtedly
the only one made, certainly the only one
sent to Stanton, the Secretary of War, because it is merely a copy of another telegram sent by Gen'l Grant. There were so
many of them at the time it is unimportant
the
as it is valued only as an autograph

—

substance being Grant's.
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of

repeated in convincing

by more than thirty dealers who
had also been taken in by the meek little
man, and had, in consequence, found
themselves the owners of forged Lin-
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detail

"The loudest, longest laughs
x since Victor Borge first
shuffled up that
backstage alley."
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Franklins, Poes, and so on, as

well as

KERR,

N. Y Herald Tribune

who

Mary Baker Eddys. But

the

shadowy

as for

seller of the forgeries

was, no o ne had the slightest idea.
Th e identity of Uosey as the perpetra

Tor

was

of the multiple "hoaxes

lished

on^rTuluT"!

1

,

1

934,

named Edward Lowell Dean,
whose shop occupied three rooms on the
fourth floor of an office building at 347
Madison Avenue. Dean, who now, at
sixty-eight, lives in White Plains and
confines his professional activities to ap

Mag.

l

sr.

praising private libraries,
the incident vividly, for

remembers
had a melo-

still
it
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graph market was being undermined by
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forged autographs in substantial numbers and selling them with an ease that,
shattered phyif it failed to restore his
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deep-depression year

932, while men who had once
been well off were finding it difficult to
out
sell apples, Cosey began turning
of
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Lark'

is

sublime"

—ATKINSON,

disturb the even tenor of an
autograph dealer's working day. "It
was around noon, and I was trying to

often

interest a lady collector in a first edition

N. Y. Times

of

stranger

head through the door," Dean
recalls. "He said that he had something
to sell and that another dealer had
told him it might be in my line. I asked
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apologetic-looking

shy,

poked

Play by

Wonderland,' when a kind

of 'Alice in
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him
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his

I was busy with a
him to browse."
customer had gone (with-

•—Chapman, Newj
THE THEATRE GUILD

left

After the
out buying the "Alice"), Dean's

— who,

was

course,

of

visi-

Cosey
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HENRY DENKER ond RALPH BERKEY

RICHARD KILEY

,

on three pages of agestained, creased, white foolscap, and
said, "I drive a moving van between Baltimore and Boston, and I found this in
an old crate we were packing stuff in."
An inscription on the first page of the

—
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being the legal holder of certain state indebtedness of the State of Illinois, other
than the canal and school indebtedness of
said state, to wit: New Internal Improved
Bonds to the amount of one hundred and
seventy-eight thousand and one hundred
dollars, did, on the said 1st day of January
present the same to the Auditor of the
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Thomas H. Campbell
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State of Illinois,

The
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4.80,

5.75.

Man:
Wed.

4l

your petitioner is entitled to receive from
said tax money, excluding from the computation and apportionment to be made by
said Auditor, the said pretending claim on
behalf of the United States, and the said
Interest Bonds.
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petition concluded:

der the seal of this honorable Court, directed to said Auditor, commanding him
forthwith to apportion and pay to your
petitioner by his warrants on the treasury
of the State of Illinois, the amount which
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Your petitioner avers, that on the 1st
day of January, A.D. 1851, your petitioner
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Hon.

H. Treat, C.J., presiding during the June term, 1851,
Lincoln and Herndon for the petitioner." Dean, fascinated, turned the page
and read on:

of Anne Frank
GUSTI

Mot j.

the Auditor of Illinois, be-

vs.

UTOtK

IBOOTH THEATRE, W. 45th St., N.Y.C.,

specific action] in the case of the

fore the
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and Ughtod b r MlfH
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inferior court or official, ordering

People

TheDiary

with

sias«J b,
Production Oeiianed

document described it as "A petition for
mandamus [a writ from a superior court

SUSAN

JOSEPH

NEW DRAMATIC SMASH

T\m limit!"

pulled out of his overcoat pocket a legal
PRICES

pr...nr.

ARTHUR KENNEDY

to wait, since

customer, and

tor

"A THUMPING HIT."'

Dean

was

says.

possibly a

"The

major

paper un-

questionably belonged to the right period. The handwriting had that occasional

thickening of line typical of Lincoln.

The

terminology, the nature of the case,

the

names

Lincoln

—

all

legal

called

to

mind other

documents that

I

had

ROCK HUNTER?"
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There was nothing

seen.

the

found

unlikely about

how

man's story of

little

A

either.

it,

of

lot

he had
Lincoln

material has been recovered from old
packing cases, trunks, and whatnot. I
was very excited." Dean's excitement
was intensified by the fact that he had
a lunch engagement around the corner
at the Hotel Roosevelt with a wealthy

and enthusiastic collector of Lincolniana a Chicago lawyer named Oliver R. Barrett, who had been known
to pay three or four hundred dollars for
Lincoln papers of similar length and

—

(After Barrett's death, in
1950, his collection was sold by ParkeBernet and brought $273,632.50.)
"How much do you want for it?"
content.

Dean

asked.

"I took it to the Philadelphia Public
Library on my way up here," Cosey replied.

"They

told

me

it

was worth may-

be seventy-five dollars."

"I need time to study it," Dean told
him. "Why don't you leave it with me
for a few days?"
"I can't do that," Cosey said. "I've
got to drive on up to Boston this after-

noon."
"Well, then,

Dean

lunch,"

let

said.

me keep it until after
"Come back at two

and I'll let you know."
Cosey agreed to this, on condition
that Dean advance him twenty-five
dollars. Dean gave him the money in
cash, and Cosey went away. "Such a
mild, pleasant little man," Dean says.
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custom-engineered
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"I took quite a liking to him."
Although Dean did not wholly reject the

possibility

—no

was a forgery

that the

document

experienced auto-

graph dealer ever does
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it

True Magnavox High

bore such a

was concerned primarily with whether
or not it had been stolen. Like many
other men in his profession, he had a
profound respect for Bergquist's judg-
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tuner utilizes 16
tube9 (including amplifier, rectiand precision tuning eye).

fiers

in such matters, so he carefully
put the petition in an envelope and

hurried over to the Public Library to

him before keeping his lunch
examined the handwriting carefully, then sighed and informed
Dean gently that it was a fake.
"But how can you be so sure ? " Dean
protested, and went on to point out the
it

to

various

seemed

aspects
to

him

of

the

petition

to establish

it

all

—

not masked by lingering,
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then told Dean about the numerous
fifty?
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you service and satisworth finding his name
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Mthe
agnavox
magnificent
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clearly as

"I think I can describe the man who
sold it to you," Bergquist said. "Short?
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up by saying, "Don't feel too bad. This
man, whoever he is, is a genius."
It seemed unlikely to Bergquist and

Dean
made

that the

forger,

with

off

would return

having safely

twenty-five

dollars,

to keep his two-o'clock

appointment, but, of course, there was
chance that he might, so it would
be a good idea to have some plan
for dealing with the situation. After
the months Bergquist had spent on the
evanescent fellow's trail, he was extremely eager to be in on what could
just a

showdown, but he was scheduled

be the

appear

to

court that afternoon to

in

testify against

a book thief, so he re-

luctantly delegated an assistant,

Heinle, to represent

him

Arthur

at the rendez-

vous in Dean's office. Dean happened
to have a brother-in-law in the Police

—

Department Detective Bradley Hammond, assigned to the West Fortyseventh Street Station
and he decided
to ask him to be on hand, too, even

4

—

though, as Bergquist reminded him, the

man who had
"American

Airlines, Inc. carries

more passengers

than any other airline in the world."

offered the petition for

had done it in such a way as to
provide no grounds for legal action.
His disappointment somewhat tempered
by anticipation, Dean went off to have
sale

lunch with Barrett.
Shortly before two, Dean, Hammond, and Heinle convened expectantly
in the front room of the shop on Madison Avenue.

when
in

in

They were

—"a

ragged clothes

says

barely seated

came not Cosey but a

Dean

—who

fat

man

flophouse type,"

introduced himself as

Gallagher, a friend of the truck driver

who had
had

"He

to

go

been in that morning.
to Boston," Gallagher

asked

him."

me

to collect the

Hammond

"He
said.

money

for

expressed skepticism,

and hinted that Gallagher would be in
for considerable trouble with the law if
he didn't tell the truth about where they
could find his friend. For some time,
the loyal Gallagher stuck to his story,

but at

FIFTH AVENUE AND

52

STREET,

NEW YORK

23.

N.

Y.

last,

thoroughly frightened and

—

bewildered by the turn events had taken,
he shrugged, and led the way down to
the main floor and through a passage
connecting the building with Grand
Central. There, in the smoking room,
sat Gosey. He stuck to his story, too,

and kept repeating

manner

hostile

Lincoln

petition

Hammond,

in

and

Heinle
thereupon
Cosey and Gallagher to

shepherded

the Public Library,

Wflb

w*wito/§ do

a sullen and
had found the
a crate.
Dean,

in

that he

where Bergquist,

having learned that the trial of the
book thief had been postponed, was
wishfully, though not very optimistically, awaiting just such a denouement. Gallagher was obviously of no
interest, so, to his relieved surprise,

way

to get
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about- Europe is to fly BEA; which is why
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was

sent shuffling on his way.

mond and

Heinle,

attend

ties to

would have
the whole

who had

to, also

he

Ham-

other du-

Dean

departed.

around to hear
but he had an ap-

liked to stay
story,

pointment with another affluent customer, so he returned to his shop,
leaving Bergquist alone with his prized
quarry.

Bergquist

is

a

large,

white-haired

man, cheerful and avuncular by nature,
and Cosey quickly warmed to him

much so that it required little coaxing to get him to identify himself and to
admit that he was responsible for the
so

SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT Central Sales
Agents in V. S. A., Canada, Central and South
America: British Overseas Airways Corporation.

rash of archeological forgeries that had

over town. Asked by
he had any other samples
of his work with him, he produced
two manuscripts, along with a pocket-

broken out
Bergquist

all

if

ful of the

paraphernalia of his art

penholders, nibs of various shapes and
sizes,

a bottle of doctored ink, sheets

of artificially aged paper,

and notes on

the handwriting idiosyncrasies of vari-

ous famous Americans.

Of

two

the

manuscripts, one was a practice copy
of the Lincoln petition
the one

Dean

("A

dry run for

got," says Bergquist,

who

has since learned that the original from

which Cosey worked had been exhibited the previous year in Hartford by the
Connecticut Historical Society), and

was a not entirely accurate
copy of the notes Poe wrote for the first
the other

"Tamerlane." (The

edition of

notes contained the line from the

actual

poem

"which blazes upon Edis's shrine," but
Cosey slipped up and made it read
"which blares upon Edis's shrine.") "I
haven't violated any law," Cosey mildly
protested to Bergquist,

who

readily con-

might well be the case
and complimented him upon his craftsmanship. Delighted to encounter a
properly qualified admirer of his art,
ceded that

mail ardbrs to 3240 V/itshlre, Los Angeles

Cosey

set

this

about explaining certain techhad found himself up

nical difficulties he

WHERE THE VACATION SEASON NEVER

END:

two manuscripts.
Bergquist described some other forged

against in forging the

documents that had been brought to his
and Cosey,
proudly acknowledging that he was the
author in each case, went into some detail about the problems he had faced in
producing them, too. Indeed, he was
extremely communicative about all the
attention in recent months,

phases of his

work except

for the matter

had used in preparing the
Lincoln petition and the Poe notes. The
paper bore the watermark of T. Edmonds, a stationer of the mid-nineteenth century, and when Bergquist
casually asked where he had obtained
of the paper he

important ingredient of the forCosey looked embarrassed and

this

geries,

changed the

subject.

Bergquist said he planned to keep the
Lincoln and the Poe, to which Cosey
offered no objection, and then, urging
his visitor to

employ

to the door.

more
showed him

his talents

constructively in the future,

The two men

parted in an

aura of mutual respect, testified to on
Bergquist's part by the fact that he
turned the two forgeries over to the
Library's keeper of manuscripts, the late

Dr. Victor H.

Paltsits,

and they became

the first items in the Cosey Collection.

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS

•

WEST

VIRGINIA

Bergquist tried to persuade Dean to
donate his copy of the Lincoln petition to the Collection, but the dealer

would not part with it; he has since
two hundred and
fifty dollars for it from a collector of
refused an offer of
literary

curiosities.

Dean

is

not the

only dealer to covet a Cosey.

The

Dr. A. S. W. Rosenbach, of New
York and Philadelphia, an unrivalled
authority on literary rarities, who
bought the Bay Psalm Book for a
hundred and fifty-one thousand dollate

—
—

the highest price ever paid for a

lars

book

rejoiced in having in his vast col-

Cosey forgery of two verses
from Poe's "The Raven," which he acquired from a dealer as a curio at a cost
of twenty-two -dollars.
Some time after making Cosey's acquaintance, Bergquist was called upon,

lection a

at the Ritz Bar

it's

the

Biggest Drink
for the price

as a

matter of routine,

to investigate the

mutilation of a Library copy of a nine-

MADISON AVENUE A1

61

il

STREET,

NEW YORK

CITY

TEmpleton 8-3000

GASTON LAURYSSEN,

V.P.G.M.

teenth-century genealogy, from which
someone, using a razorlike instrument,
had cut out several blank pages provided
in the back of the book for additional
Bergquist was not greatly
entries.
startled to discover that the remaining
pages of the volume bore the watermark of T. Edmonds, and by the time
he had lined up the pages of the Lincoln
and Poe forgeries with the cut edges of
the missing pages of the genealogy and
found that they matched precisely, he
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Re-

indignant.

was more amused than

calling Cosey's uneasiness at being ques-

tioned about the paper, he hardly expected to see him in the library again,
but six months later the forger paid him

buys this wonderful

JUMBO SHRIMP DINNER

a social

lame

This got off to a rather
owing to Bergquist's pro-

call.

start,

fessional obligation to accuse his visitor
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all
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cision of the

T. Edmonds

the,

attributed the actual ex-

pages to his crony Galla-

HOLLAND HOUSE

gher, whereabouts then

10 Rockefeller Plaza

promised that he would not again use

unknown, and

the library as a source of supply. (It
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a promise that he
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OYSTER BAR

—

or Gallagher

PEACHTREE

was
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paper

his
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genealogy.

sheepishly confessed to the source

Cosey
HERE'S

the

mutilated

having

of

was reported missing from

in

1694,

the Library,

and four years later, now enhanced by
some legal notes supposedly written and
signed by Lincoln on one of its end
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lightful surroundings
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BY

make

it

appear that

it

it to Bergquist for
Berghandwriting.
verification of the

A. Hicks, who took

was saddened

quist

to see that the

end

paper was clearly another bit of Coseyana.)

Once
his caller

PlCTURE^WITH JOHN STUART FURNITURE

the painful business of chiding

was

the

stored

disposed of, Bergquist re-

inspect the rapidly
lection.

by letting him
growing Cosey Col-

amenities

forger flushed with pleasfirst vcrnissage,

The

ure, like a painter at his

enlarging
as he lingered over each item,

and reconstructing the
which he had sold
under
circumstances
"Believe me, I work hard to earn
it.

on

its

fine points

the two
a dollar," he told Bergquist as
elaborate
more
the
of
one
pondered
men
a general order relating
of the exhibits
signed
to the surrender of Cornwallis,

—

by

George Washington. Cosey took

dropping in at the Library frequently
the Collecto check on the progress of
delighted to
tion, and he was always
help clear up any confusion surrounding

to

its

new

accessions, such as the location

of the original manuscript on
had based a forger)- or the

which he

means by
which he had slipped a bogus document
turned
into circulation. Although Cosey
during
work
of
amount
out a prodigious

was constantly running
Bergquist
out of funds, and occasionally
would slip him a few dollars. Bergquist
the thirties, he

Day
Cobinel designed in London by Robin
Greta Jam
Chair designed in Copenhagen by

urged him

Thru dealers and decorators only

ing

STUART
JOHN
GRAND
NEW VORK

that

to write his

a

publisher

memoirs, believcould be found

pay well for them; Cosey
paragot no further than the opening

INC.

who would

RAPIDS
I
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graphs. Bergquist also arranged with a

bank

MUD A SHOP

him a job

to offer

of copying

some

cancelled checks, as part of an exhibit to
alert the public to the

dangers of forgery

and counterfeiting, but could not interest him in anything so drearily aseptic.

NO

one knew where Cosey was a
good deal of the time, but when
he was in New York he usually stopped
at the Windsor House, a Bowery hostelry near Houston Street. He produced
some of his most delicate forgeries
there

—

a feat that professional calligra-

phers can hardly believe, working con-

Windsor being what they

ditions at the

The rooms

are.

there,

which measure

about seven feet by four and during the
thirties rented for thirty cents a night,
are separated by beaverboard partitions
that reach neither to the floor nor to the
ceiling, and they contain no furnishings
except a cot and a locker.

COLLECTOR'S ITEM
Add to your collection

of our
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NEW YORK

only light
parti-

corri-

The air reeks of creosote, an eyewatering disinfectant with which the
rooms are scoured daily. The stairs, risdors.

ing steeply from the street, are brassbound, and arriving and departing
guests thunder relentlessly up and down

them
VENUE AT SSTH STREET, NEW YORK

The

them flickers feebly in over the
tions from ceiling fixtures in the

in

night long.

all

of

livious

his

There Cosey, obworked

surroundings,

with the serenity of a medieval

monk

illuminating a manuscript in his

cell.

His appearance and personality were

more appropriate to such a setwas the work he performed in
Though his suit and overcoat were

scarcely

ting than
it.

often threadbare, he took pains to keep

them looking
his shirts

—

—

as spruce as possible, while

usually white, with long col-

were always immaculate, no
matter how frayed they might be, and
even the cap he customarily wore had a
neat and jaunty air about it. His conversational style tended to be rather form.-il

lar tabs

and sparing of

colloquialisms, contrast-

ing oddly with a disarming Irish
his speech.

He had large,

sparkled

that

fact that he

ingratiatingly,

wore austere

lilt

in

light-blue eyes

and the

rimless glasses

with steel sidepieces for reading and
writing provided another curious contrast.

Before attempting a single stroke of
Cosey would devote many days

the pen,

to studious preparation, scrutinizing ev-

ery available scrap of his model's hand-

writing and,

when

he proposed to invent

a text, saturating himself in the appropriate literary style. His next considera-

IMPORTED iV

THE BUCKINGHAM CORPORATION. ROCKEFEUER CENTER. NeW YORK

tion

was

ink.

At

first,

he used Water-

man's, but he found that it didn't fade
fast enough to simulate hundred-yearold inks, so he worked out a formula of
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own, which involved mixing pulverized nutgall or rust filings with water.

his

His most

ticklish

For

of paper.

problem was the choice

more ambitious

his

for-

and flyleaves of
old books, which he bought when he
could afford them and stole when he
couldn't. But since, in either case, his
supplies of these were limited, he used

geries, he used title pages

RAyMO
Jewelers
Fifth

Avenue,

New York

17,

N. y.

ordinary corner-stationery-store paper
for short documents that he figured he
could dispose of easily, and during the
early days of his career gave

it an appearwith a weak
solution of oxalic acid. Later on, however, he became aware that while the
acid imparted the desired yellowish tinge

ance of age by treating

to the paper,

permakers
used for

destroyed the

it

call

filling

it

pa-

size, as

the glutinous material

the pores of their product,

and he therefore

substituted a solution

of potassium permanganate,

which produced the same tinge and proved less
injurious to the size.
His confidant
in much of this experimenting was

IN 18
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was

similar

common

use a
century ago, but in the end Gallagher's
mechanical background led him to the
cloth

that

in

conclusion that the equipment needed

would be
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far beyond their combined
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In marketing his wares, a task that he
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him. It is probable that he could often
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haggling, but his conservative policy
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less

experienced, hesitated from

lack of self-confidence to risk

his

CHICAGO

was

oui Paris seems even more wonderful when you arrive there relaxed

more than

sum. Cosey unloaded many of
forgeries on this group, but he pro-

fessed that each time he did so he suf-

fered twinges of remorse afterward for
having taken advantage of an honest

man.

He

conscience

felt

most

at

was always

home, and
clearest,

his

when
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he was negotiating with shady dealers,
and among these he recognized two dis-

One was the mere chiseller,
who would assume that the document
tinct types.

was

question

in

quite likely bona-fide

but that Cosey was a simpleton to be
taken advantage of, and the other was
the out-and-out crook, who suspected it

was a forgery and hoped to defraud
someone else with it by representing it
as genuine.

Cosey's conduct, even
he was technically conforming

Although

when

with the law, would hardly have made
him acceptable as a Boy Scout leader,
his professed ethical beliefs

great deal

more

were not a

anti-social than those of

many pragmatic-minded citizens who
have never so much as seen the inside of
Concerning theft in genit might be better not to
but that it was not particu-

a courtroom.

he
indulge
eral,

felt

in

that

it

reprehensible provided one stole

larly

from some impersonal institution that
could afford the loss, and he once said,
upon being asked about the thirty thousand dollars' worth of bonds he had
made off with while working as a runner in Philadelphia, "Yes, in a
I suppose

way

was wrong, but no one

it

would have been hurt even if I hadn't
been caught. After all, the bank was
Cosey

insured."

had

that he

insisted

a deeply compassionate streak in his nature,

and

to

prove

this

he used to

about an experience he had had
posing of a Poe forgery. "I
to this bookstore

tell

in dis-

went around

with a Poe letter," he

once told a newspaper reporter. "The
owner was out, but his secretary told

me

she

was

a student of

Poe and would
hand-

be thrilled to see something in his

writing. I finally sold

it

to

her for three

dollars, but only because I

my

Well,
about

conscience

was broke.

bothered

me

and the first time
I had three dollars I went back to the
shop to tell her it was a counterfeit,
and buy it back from her. But when
I

for weeks,

it

heard her talk about

how much

ure that letter had given her,

I

pleas-

didn't

have the heart to disillusion her. So I
walked out and let her keep it and be-

For his latter-day thefts
Cosey put up a rather

lieve

in

from

libraries,

it."

and puerile defense, but this, too,
was more or less in line with a fairly
widely held point of view. Years after
he slipped the Franklin pay warrant out
listless
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of the Library of Congress, he claimed

he could see nothing especially unprincipled in his action. "After all, the

li-

brary belongs to the people," he said.
"And I'm one of the people." But when,
in

1

94 1 the
,

New York Sun

a story describing the

reported
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that

it

stolen

was a Lincoln letter Cosey had
from the Library of Congress, he

swiftly put aside all such fuzzy intellections and, his pride of scholarship

and
stomped into the editor's
protest against this and other

craft aroused,
office to

inaccuracies in the article. "I didn't steal

from the Library of
Congress," he was quoted the next day
as saying. "It was a pay warrant signed
by Benjamin Franklin. And you said I
got as high as thirty dollars for some of
my fakes. That's wrong, too. I've sold
a Lincoln letter

some of them

much

for as

as fifty dol-

lars."

One

of the

many

dealers with

whom

Cosey's sales technique was effective

sfiivited

tr-a >:<>/,

and

dfiev&

was Henry C. Roberts, familiarly
known, because he once specialized in
second-hand radio parts, as Radio Rob-

uweA^end

His current specialties include
second-hand books, back numbers of
magazines, old prints, phonograph rec-

erts.

com^tanion Jmocei^ed in i/ie$an.(inental man=

few wcfoa. scfltieM and filiaii&lif. ffiie
dene* " ^uo^tu/m" ^vim aMitvei fiat^afafctif.

<n&n,

and

ords,

and
at

the

380

miscellaneous

bric-a-brac,

display

window

of his shop,

Canal

Street,

with these wares.
ing personality.

is

Roberts

He

high

piled
is

an

arrest-

claims to be the

reincarnation of the .sixteenth-century

0>**d Avenue aJ^r/AQ*/.,
ASSOCIATES IN OTHER

CITIES.

French prophet Nostradamus; as president of Nostradamus, Inc., a one-man

Jfrew

corporation

NAMES ON REQUEST

devoted

"the message

that

disseminating

to

Nostradamus and

other great adepts have for a groping
humanity," he sells by mail, at four
dollars a copy, his

own

translation

and

interpretation of Nostradamus's prophecies.

all

"Nostradamus

time, dontcha

—

greatest seer of

know?" Roberts

says.

"Everything that ever happened, everything that's gonna happen, he called the
Just ask me." Roberts' book,
which was published in 1949, predicts
turn.

return

Hitler's

to

earth

alive

seven

years after his death, a universal revolution in

1999, and

in the

year 7000 the

destruction of the earth by the sun.

— nowhere

short, gnarled,

in the

world—

habitual
troll,

not even in Canada, fvk Scotland, or the United States-

is

90.4

a

more

PROOF

•

gentle

fea

tasting

whisky

distilled'

CONTINENTAL DISTILLING CORPORATION, PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

A

nervous man, with the

expression

of

a

disgruntled

Roberts putters around amid

his

chaotic stock in a grass-green artist's

—

—
.
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smock ana,

on

in aetiance ot a sign

wall that reads

SATION PERMITTED,"
voice below

fiis

"ONLY LOW CONVERrarely drops his

level of a

the

drill

SAKS FIFTH
AT ROCKEFELLER CENTER

AND WHITE

PLAINS

ser-

geant's.

Cosey ambled into Roberts' shop one
day and, assuming his role of a W.P. A.
house wrecker, showed him half-adozen items, which the avatar bought
for trifling sums. This small collection,
it turned out, represented Cosey at his
best; at any rate, two of the items in
it
have since become the subject of
some chitchat in autograph circles because of the circumstances that led to
their eventually being identified as for-

One

geries.

of these

was

Cosey

the

Lincoln document that Parke-Bernet

hundred dollars.
Charles Eron, who had a bookstore at 89 Chambers Street, bought it
from Roberts, and presently turned it
later appraised at fifteen

over to the galleries to be sold at auction.
The catalogue for the sale described it in

remnant of a court calendar
on which Lincoln had made notes about
cases heard before the Eighth Judicial
Circuit of Illinois in 1858. Among the
names on Parke-Bernet's mailing list
was that of the Abraham Lincoln Association, of Springfield, Illinois, whose
secretary, upon scanning his copy of
detail as a

beauty
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catalogue, noted three discrepan-

cies in the dates

and wrote

given in the calendar,

to the galleries calling atten-

them. The calendar went back
Eron, who gave it to Bergquist.
The other item, and the masterpiece
of the collection Cosey sold Roberts,
was an ambitious Poe document. For
this, Cosey used a hard-back account
book bearing the stamp "Henry Anstice, stationer, cor. Cedar and Nassau
tion to
to

Streets, opposite the Post Office,

fhere

ON

;ouse
CREAM SHERRY

New

York," an establishment that Poe might

fine,

have patronized, since he once
The book
itself, with its stamp, was thought to be
authentic, although where and how
Cosey got his hands on it has never
been ascertained. On the opening pages
of the book, Cosey, imitating Poe's
handwriting, listed sums the poet owed

easily

yet

it

never

flies

or mists. Invisibly,

it

screens out every pore and shadow,
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lived in that neighborhood.

and neighbors. Then
were devoted
to an analysis of "The Raven," and
the rest of the book was given over
to half a dozen verses from the poem

to various friends
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several pages that

Roberts consigned

Crown Art

this

Galleries,

item to

on

West

Twenty-second Street, where the estate of the renowned trial lawyer Max
Steuer was about to be auctioned off.

The Crown

people, in accordance with

the standard gallery practice of dispos-

ing of individual

items from

various

One
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great cream sherries
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One
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—
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lip tells

SPAIN
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.

t

sources by putting

them on

the block at

the same time that large estates are be-

ing auctioned off, listed the Poe book
in their catalogue of the Steuer sale. At

on

ended at
This was
only a fraction of what comparable Poe
material had brought elsewhere, and
the happy purchaser, a corporation lawyer named Jacob J. Podell, who had
the auction, the bidding

hundred and

a

it

fifty dollars.

only recently taken to collecting, congratulated himself on having bagged a
sleeper, as they say in the trade.

Pres-

however, he began to have misgivings, for he realized that his own
ently,

judgment

such

in

matters

was

still

rather shaky, so he consulted a friendly

who sent him to Miss BenShe broke the sad news. Podell
demanded his money back from the
Crown Galleries, which readily refunded it and returned the forgery to
Roberts. "I authorized Crown to pay
bookdealer,

jamin.

the

man,"

says

Nostradamus

redivivus.

wasn't satisfied, so why argue?
That's the way I believe in doing busi-

"He

ness.

I sell

my

stuff fair

and square,

admitting frankly that I can't give no
guarantee. That's the way it's got to

with autographs.
dontcha know?"
be

Caveat emptor,

A

tall

in

New

in

one's told at beautiful Bennett

Lake

Brunswick. Wherever you wander

uncrowded Canada

you'll

find

fresh,

wonderful, unspoiled vacation settings

—

grand National Parks,
and towns with a
"foreign" flavour. See your travel or transportation agent soon. No passport needed.
lovely

famous

lakelands,
resorts,

cities

AT the peak of his productivity, during the middle thirties, Cosey
found a patron. Setting out from the
Bowery one morning with a Lincoln

The world's largest natural playground

document of recent vintage, he strolled
north until he came to the shop, on
Fourth Avenue, of a dealer in autographs and used books who will here
be known as Calvin Bonnell. Cosey
produced his Lincoln and shyly placed
on the counter in front of Bonnell,
saying that he had found it in the attic
of an aunt who had just died. Bonnell
offered him five dollars for it, which
Cosey gratefully accepted. A few days
later, Cosey returned with several more
Lincolns that he claimed to have salvaged from the same attic. Bonnell,
who had made a hundred-per-cent
profit on* the earlier document, bought
these, too, and shortly sold them at
similarly inflated prices. When Cosey
dropped around for a third visit, with
still another Lincoln, Bonnell looked at
him searchingly. "I began to wonder,"
he has since said. He began to wonder

Canada
VACATIONS UNLIMITED!

it

so

much,

in fact, that

he bluntly accused

Cosey of fakery. Instead of risking
trouble by protesting that the letters
were genuine, Cosey modestly accepted
the tribute, and proved himself worthy
of it by executing another Lincoln on
the spot. Bonnell was enthralled.

What

the

art impresario
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Ruel was to the French modernists,
Bonnell became to Cosey. A tall, stringy

man

with a pleasant smile that inspires
confidence, Bonnell virtually subsidized
him for some time, buying his work as
fast as the artist could supply it, and
gradually amassing a reserve stock of
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vacation!
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some four hundred specimens.
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Cosey assured him he could do

book.
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first

author's

the

that

a

Spring't important

better than a simple autograph, and,

modelling his penmanship and phraseology on an inscription he had seen in a
copy of "Mein
play in the
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that

was on

dis-

West

Side

of a

wrote on the title page,
'An Meinen Kameraden, Benito Mussolini, von Adolf Hitler," in a script that
might easily have issued from Berchtesgaden. Bonnell displayed it noncom-

bookseller, he

.

winter completely from
your mind!
Built with a budget in
mind, too. The one low

Kampf"

show window

mittally in his

window with

of fifty dollars.

It

a price tag
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How

Cosey kept

at

his

work

for

Proportionately designed to flatter

Bonnell so steadily and with such persuasive results is a mystery, in view of

and

fit

the

tall figure,

from 57*.
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.
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*per person, based on 2
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the fact that not long before the

men met he had become

a hopeless

two
drug

Sometime in the early part of
1 935, he had taken a few tentative shots
of heroin, and soon he could not leave
the stuff alone. As the shots became
more and more frequent, he developed
a tremor of the hands that made it impossible for him to write except when he
was drugged. In September of that
year, a detective from the Narcotics
Squad arrested him in front of the
Windsor House after finding a fifty
cent deck of heroin in his pocket. Cosey
was committed to the Hart Island
workhouse for an indefinite term, and

PEG NEWTON

addict.

from

there, during the twelfth

TALI GALS'

HAVEN

New

York 17

3 East 48th Street.

month

of his imprisonment, he addressed an

appeal to the chairman of the Parole

Commission, John C. Maher, which is
one of the few known examples of his

and

in

ACAPULCO

HOTEL PRADO AMERICAS

handwriting. "Ordinarily, I
on the l-7th or 24th of
November 1936," he wrote, in a neat
and graceful script, not unlike Lin-

natural

shall be released

coln's.

Maher.

here is my request, Mr
haven't been out for a presi-

"Now
I

dential election since

was

elected to his

Woodrow Wilson

first

term, not that I

have been in all those years but I was no
doubt unfortunate around election time.
I am asking for only a couple of weeks,

and I am in my 50th year and no telling
where I'll be in 1940. ... [He was in
jail again.] " Cosey may have forgotten
about the election of 1932 or, while the
voters were going to the polls that year

PARMA
At better furniture and department itorei. Send
5-eent stamp to Department N far booklet.
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may have been recovering from a
hangover in the jail of some remote
town where the record of his Election
Eve conduct would get no further than
the local police blotter; in any event, he
was still in the workhouse when he
either celebrated or lamented Franklin
he

D. Roosevelt's

election to a second
Presumably, he just wanted to
be free on Election Day so that he could

term.

share in the general excitement, since,

view of his criminal record, he would
have committed a felony by casting a
in

ballot himself.

Cosey was released from Hart Island
November, 1936, as scheduled,
and during the next decade he became

in late

ENGLISH BONE CHINA
SALTS

the concern of a succession of parole

who knew him

officers,

Martin

as

Coneely, Martin Conelly, or Frank
Conelly, and would doubtless have been
startled

learn

to

Joseph Cosey.

of

subsistence

as

"He was unemployed

the

them
him

open

is

man

a

as

his

and

his

means

to question,"

of

one of

Another looked upon

reported.

"of

superior

intelli-

gence ... a likable, ingratiating fraud."
Although he was growing old and
wasting away
his hair had turned
gray and his cheeks were hollow and
chalky
his eyes preserved their sparkle,
but some of this may by then have been

—

—

a welcome sign

attributable to drugs.

every petal

mounted on
Ht.

I

%
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morning

734 Fifth Ave., at 57th

expect occa-

postmarked Springfield, Illinois. He was
far from his old self. His clothes were
rumpled and dirty, and he badly needed
a shave. ("Health: poor," his parole officer of the moment reported a few days
later.
"Unfit for work.") His usual
caution, moreover, had deserted him.
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belt

for clock-around wearing.

friend,

Of
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calf in red, navy, black... black
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patent... other colon available.

and he accepted Cosey's
Lincoln forgery at its face value. "I had
the feeling I was dealing with a repu-
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he had a friend

on the tenth
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end

remodeling can make an old
house new. Read "Yesterday's
House Brought Up-to-date", in

not only declared the letter to be
genuine but put a price of a hundred
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floral

of

telic district,

street,

Chrysler Building,

graceful, white bases.

They represent a
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January 25,
1 937, Cosey entered the shop of a stamp
dealer named Walter Gisiger, at 80
Nassau Street, in the heart of the philathe

in

nosegay to bring spritely freshness
to any table. Set of 4, $8.75.

parole officer.

On

and Carnations with

naturalistic formaThese are true to color and are

tion.

he once wrote to a

sional hardship,"

English Porters

His outlook was

"One must

philosophic.

done by

PEPPERS

with tops that are faithful reproductions of Roses

activities

past eighteen months,

Exquisitely

AND

table person,"

there

Herst

was nothing

says.

"I'll

admit

at all about his ap-

10

WIST

37

84

make me

pearance to

BEST & CO.
Fifth

Ave. at 51

St.,

N.

Y.

22, N.

Y.

did

seem

to

think so, but he
have considerable knowl-

edge of Lincoln. I didn't stop to ask
myself how someone looking like a

down-and-outer would come to have a
Lincoln letter in his possession, or why,
if he did know anything about Lincoln,
he would be willing to sell the letter so
cheap." With youthful candor, Herst
told Cosey that the letter was probably
worth two or three times as much as he
was asking. He gave Cosey a check for
a hundred dollars, with the understanding that the money would be refunded
if the letter failed to stand up under examination, and said that he would send
Cosey another check if it did stand up.
Cosey pocketed the check, gave Herst
an address on Third Avenue, and departed.
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Herst returned to his office and examined the letter more carefully. Almost at once, he realized that it was
BUY or RENT
a forgery; for one very obvioifs thing,
it was dated December 2, 1 846, whereas the paper it was written on was waterFIAT S.p.A. Turin, Italy
marked "1860." He wrote a note to
U. S. Representative Office
Cosey, gently informing him that it 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.
looked as if they had both been badly
Longacre 5-4060
misled and asking him to return the
The Best Way To See Europe

"Of course,

I could have stopped
Herst says. "But somehow I still believed he was an honorable
fellow who had been just as fooled as
I'd been." Herst's note to Cosey came
back unclaimed, but even this did not

check.

payment on

•

it,"

embitter the

young

SEE ITALY FIRST

•

He framed
and hung it in

dealer.

the forged Lincoln letter

a prominent place in his office as a per-
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manent reminder of the perils of overenthusiasm in his business.
The story of how Herst had been
taken in spread quickly through the
stamp district, and one of the people
who heard it was a friendly competitor
named Elliott Wilson, a partner in the
Island Stamp Company, with offices
two floors below his. Herst had just
opened for business one morning a fort-
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from Cosey
when he received a telephone call from
Wilson, who told him in a muffled voice
that a little old man had just entered his
shop with a Lincoln letter he wanted to
sell. Herst urged Wilson to engage the
night or so after his

visitor in

there,

Fifth

Y.

visit

which's britches?

conversation until he could get

hung

up,

and put

in a call to Police

Headquarters, which promised to send
two detectives over at once. Herst went
downstairs and waited outside Wilson's
office until the detectives arrived,

then ushered them
Mail and phone orders filled— PLaza 9-2000
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man was

Cosey,

in.

The

all right,

little

and
old

and on Wil-

son's counter lay a duplicate of the letter Jie

ing his

had sold Herst. Upon recognizerstwhile customer, Cosey seized

re
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it into shreds, and tossed
them behind the counter. One look at
Cosey was all the detectives needed to
suspect that he was a drug addict, and,

the letter, tore

up

rolling

confirm their

his sleeves to

diagnosis, they

found that

his

arms were

speckled from wrists to biceps with the
punctures of a hypodermic needle.

A

moment

they found the needle

later,

and some decks of heroin

itself

in

his

pockets.

Cosey was taken to the Oak Street
station, where he fell back on
one of his time-tested alibis; he had
found both Lincoln letters, he said,
while cleaning up the basement of a

police

house for a woman who lived in Jamaica. But when the detectives intimated that he might be allowed a shot
of heroin if he told them the truth, he
confessed that he had forged the letters, and agreed to sign a confession.
Herst,

who was

present as the com-

plainant, says that Cosey's

hands were

so shaky that he could barely hold a

pen, and
managed

that the signature he finally

produce was illegible.
to
Cosey bore no hard feelings against

his

accuser, according to Herst; in fact,

man

he recalls that the old

him, "I'm grateful
fairness.

I

really

to

you

hated to

said

to

your
cash your
for

check, because you didn't try to swindle

me on

the transaction, and even offered
pay me more than I was asking."
On February 24, 1937, in Special Sessions, Cosey pleaded guilty to petty
larceny and was sentenced to an indefinite term in the Rikers Island workto

house
the

The
was

—

his first

role

of

record

an
is

and only conviction
archeological

not clear as to

in

forger.

when

he

released, but one day about a year

later

he dropped in at Herst's shop.
said, with a

"Don't be alarmed," he

smile, to the startled proprietor,

whose

thought was that his visitor might
be contemplating revenge. "I just
wanted to thank you again for not tryfirst

ing to cheat

me

while I was cheating

you."

ON

April 17, 1939, Cosey volunappeared before the New

tarily

York

City Parole Commission and
asked to be cured of the drug habit.
He was admitted to the Rikers Island

and given the withdrawal
treatment, which lasted thirty-seven
days. But he was soon back on the
needle. During the next four years, he
was arrested four times on the Bower}'
with heroin in his pockets, and spent a
total of thirteen months on Rikers Island, some of them in the hospital and

There

Hospital

the rest in the workhouse. In the sprinu
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of 1943, he called on Bergquist at the

Public Library and announced that he
planned to give up forgery.
steady job

A

as a floor sander

was waiting

New

Haven, he

said,

the

necessary

train

gave him three
his

friend

a

fare.

him

in

Bergquist

Cosey handed

dollars.

note,

for

but he didn't have

August

dated

5,

1907, which read, "Taking the pledge
will not make bad liquor good, but it
will improve it
Mark Twain."
"It's not very well done," Cosey
said. "Still, I thought you might like to
have it."
"As a matter of fact, it's very well
done," said Bergquist. "And thank
you." He has not seen Cosey since.
It soon appeared that if Cosey was
sanding floors the work did not require

—

his entire energies. First a

New
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bookstore in

Haven, and then one

day out
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In 1945, Cosey's field of
operations appeared to have shifted to
his native upstate New York.
From
all.

(Write for information on our unusual stainless collection.)

Albany and Troy came reports that a
man variously described as "short and
wizzled-up," "very small and lightcomplexioned," and "about five feet
four or five inches and rather lightweight" was scattering a trail of Lincolns and Franklins. Then, in 1947,
the

flow abruptly stopped.

Six years
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Moreover, no convictions had been
added to his police record in ten years
formance, suggested either a miraculous reformation or the grave.
His
prolonged absence from Book Row
always his best market
and his failure
revisit

in
it
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communicate with Bergquist (who had
left the Public Library to become a director of the Readex Microprint Corpoend had come. But the sigh of
relief proved to be quite possibly premature. In 1954, an elderly man
frail and shrivelled and with an Irish
that the

—

—

brogue, the descriptions ran
sold, for
less than five dollars each, a Mary

Baker Eddy

letter to a

woman

tian Science practitioner in

a Lincoln brief to a
*r lit

of

and

Add 35r mailing cost.
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the Cosey Collection or to

ration) tended to confirm the consensus

— tops
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.specify size

—

to

sheath
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Just arrived from Scotland, more of

of relief, the majority of the nation's

a hiatus that, in the light of his past per-
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OUR WONDERFUL SHETLAND SWEATERS

which nothing further
was heard of anyone anywhere who
might be Cosey. With a collective sigh
autograph dealers concluded that he
must have died. He would be sixty-six,,
it was argued, and that was an advanced age for a man who had long
subsisted mainly on alcohol and heroin.
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LANSING

elapsed, during

moulds the empire

.

and from these she deduced that
the Old Master had not laid down his
pen after
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York 19
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THE NE.WYORKE
same

city,

antique

and two Lincoln
in Burnt

dealer

Schenectady.

In each

an
near

letters to

Hills,

case,

an expert

expressed the opinion that the

document

was a forgery and identified it as a
Cosey. Both the Lincoln letters concerned Confederate prisoners and were
addressed to Stanton. "Dear Sir," the
more self-explanatory of the two read
"The bearer of this, Mrs. Craddock,

me she has a nephew, Edwin Sel
who is in the rebel service, made a
prisoner, and is now at Fort Delaware;
tells

vage,

that he has

Army,

is

two brothers

Union

in the

yet under twenty years of age;

and wishes to take the oath of allegiance
and be discharged. Upon reasonable
proof of all this, let him take the oath
and be discharged Yrs. Truly, A.

—

Lincoln."

—

Since

1954, Cosey's trail
or that
resembling him and seemingly well supplied with Coseyana
has

man

of the

—

grown

again

Meanwhile,

cold.

early

Cosey material continues in circulation.
It shows up at auctions of autograph collections, in antique shops,

ond-hand bookshops.

and

in sec-

Not long

ago,

Bonnell sold a Franklin pay warrant
and a check endorsed by General

Grant

to a

ten dollars.

young lady for a total of
"I'm not swearing they're

authentic," he said with his reassuring
smile^as he handed them to her. "They

might be

real

and then again they might

You never can tell in this business."
Time has bestowed upon Cosey the

not.

ultimate distinction to which the archeological forger can aspire:

work is known

steady market for
for

it

Even when

to be pinchbeck, there

fluctuates

it.

The

a

prevailing rate

between three and

dollars per forgery.

his
is

five

—John Kobler

The deliberations of these faculty teams
so far have been vastly stimulating. The
Humanities team is considering such aims
and objectives as the development of intellectual consistency, the creation of aesthetic awareness, the liberation of the personality, the awakening of non-verbal and
non-rational sensibilities to amplify adult
experience, and the structure of an insight
into the eternality of human aspiration and
frustration.
Report of the Brooklyn College Experimental Degree Project for
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As
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Fate

As an

rust filings.
The result

Writing Forger?
FT.

here

world,
finest Lincoln collections in the

is

printer

—

after yellow-

—

looked for all the world
like an aged, authentic document.

one of the
a handwriting
in

Another group of forgeries
found their way into

which
forgery by a Bowery derelict.
Lincoln collections came
many
A faded "legal document" at the Lincoln National from William P. Brown, who
have been written served as a coachman for
Life Foundation was first thought to
lawyer in Illinois
Mary Todd Lincoln for a time.
a
was
he
when
by Abraham Lincoln
to Listudent

Brown, who moved

a
It is said Cosey,
be a of American history, began his
forgery of Joseph Cosey, an career in forgery because a
and dealer in antiquities- refused
addict
drug
alcoholic,
New York City derelict. He to buy an original document
dropped from sight 17 years
Franklin which Cosey had

But

ago

it

was found

upstate

in

vonia, Mich., allowed many of
the mementoes given to him
by the first lady to be autographed with a forged Lin-

to

coln signature and passed off
as original Lincoln documents.

by

New York and

stolen

the

from

of

Library

Louis A. Warren, who
the Lincoln Life
Foundation, says even the fedtaeral government has been
ken by an unknown Lincoln
Dr.

established

forger.

On

in

ing the paper by soaking it in
a tobacco-and-water solution

Staff Reporter

WAYNE, Ind.— Enshrined

itinerant

the 1920s, Cosey came across
an unused ledger containing
paper identical to that used
by Lincoln as a lawyer. Cosey
used this paper, writing with
iron
a solution of water and

of Gifted Lincoln
REDMOND,

March, 1961, a

—

What Was

By PAT

as

leading New York gallery dealing in antiquities had to withdraw several Lincoln letters
because they were found to be
probably Cosey's.
forgeries

NEW YORK

VANISHED IN

late

hasn't been heard from since.

Congress. The dealer, so the
the
Cosey dumped hundreds of story goes, told Cosey
handwriting document was a fake.
flawless
nearly
Incensed, Cosey forged sevforgeries on the public. His
and
favorites were Lincoln, Ben- eral Franklin documents
as
jamin Franklin, Thomas Jef- sold them to the dealer
RudPoe,
Allen
originals.
ferson, Edgar
Although he was convicted
yard Kipling and Mark Twain.
"We paid $75 for this one," as a check forger, Cosey got
by for 20 years without being
said Dr. R. Gerald McMurtry,

of

in

display

Congress

was

coln
given

Library

the

a textbook Linsupposed to have
is

to Ann Rutledge,
childhood sweetheart. In

his
it

is

presumably in Lincoln's hand, "Ann M. Rutledge
grammar."
is now learning

inscribed,

"This

is

not Lincoln's writ-

Warren. "Real

Dr.

said

ing,"

of Lincoln laugh

students

this."

when they see
Dr. Warren

also pointed out

of the best-known
lithographs of Lincoln are for-

some

that

geries of sorts.

lithographer

the

Because

want

didn't

spend the mon-

to

ey on new plates, many just
engraved the head of Lincoln
on his predecessors. The foundation has examples of Lincoln's "head" on the bodies
of Henry Clay, John C. Calhoun and James Buchanan.

said

McMurtry

Dr.

the

foundation never has been
"taken" by a forger.
"That, perhaps, is because
we want to know all about
the Lincoln item before we

buy

it

.

where

.

.

it

came

from, what kind of paper and
ink were used ... the date of
letter

...

literary quality."

its

|

He's at a loss, however, to
explain a strange phenome-

|

director of the Lincoln research
center here. "It's one of Cosey's best."

Dr.

McMurtry, a Lincoln ausaid

thority,

possible

to

it

is

tell

almost imthe

differ-

ence between Lincoln's handwriting and Cosey's imitations.

"Only when Cosey wrote

in

way he thought Lincoln
a
should have written does the
forgery become apparent," he
said.

arrested as a forger of archeological documents.
Authorities said he usually

Bowery flophouses,
turned out forgeries good

enthusiastic dealer, recthe handw r t n g,
would offer a price that would

him

a

Cosey accepted

many

Library

Cosey

has

a

forgeries.

collection

of

One authority

Cosey's imitations were
authentic historic documents,
their worth would be about

said

if

$100,000.

healthy
all

times for as

When

i

—

JOSEPH COSEY ... had
the touch of Lincoln.

profit.

offers

.

.

.

as $5.
the deal-

little

—

and if
found he had a forgery, he
never went to the police. He,
not Cosey, had identified the
document as an original. He
er

had offered a price. Cosey had
not asked for one. His reputation

was

at stake

a fake,

and

of

Lincoln's

head

had appeared. Each year
becomes more pronounced."

An

he

to fool many of the
nation's leading authorities on
archeological documents.
Today the New York Public

likeness

—

allow

it's

crude one, at that. But in
the corner of the paper, a

—

i

crude for-

a

an aged document in an attic
or among a deceased relative's
if
effects. He asked the dealer
which contained
the paper
perhaps authentic-looking Linwas
handwriting
coln
"worth something."

ditions in

enough

"We know

a dealer with a
story about finding

plausible

bit of

gery.

approached

ognizing

At his peak in the 1930s,
working under impossible con-

non on one

— certainly

not Cosey's.
Dr.

McMurtry

Dr.

Warren

it
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*

LNL Foundation Has Forgery
'

,v'/

The Lincoln National

Life Foun- the

forgery

because

it

is

coln :^olleOtions in the world

—

but AanMn£*the -masterpieces is a
fade1|^ej§^j document" with" a
handwriting forgery by a Bowery
dereliejf 4 Jti 3was thought to have
been written by Lincoln when he

According
there is

little

to

McMurtry,

Dr.

by Franklin which
Cosey had stolen from the Library
of Congress. The dealer told Cosey
that the document was fake. Cosey's
He
"business"
boomed.
forged several hundred Franklin
documents and sold fhem to the

con- inal document

dation has one of the finest Lin- sidered one of Cosey's best.
difference between

work done by Cosey who vanished
from sight 17 years ago in upstate New. York and hasn't been dealers as
.

had bought it as an originalCosey had merely suggested th;
it might be worth something. Th
dealer was embarassed for n<
knowing it wasn't original—n(
.

Cosey.

j£*f'

Dr. Louis Warren, wno estal
originals.
lished the Lincoln Life Found;
heard of since.
Although he was convicted of tion, said that even the feder;
wr.s 'd 18ift$e1r*in Illinois.
The difference does appear, ac- forging checks, he was never con- government had been foole
Joseph Cosey, an alcohohc, drug cording** to the director, when victed during his 20 years of for- by various Lincoln forgers v
addict and -New York City dere- Cosey wrote as he thought Lincoln ging documents. When he wanted
However; Dr. McMurtry sai
lict,
dumped hundreds of such should have written. When Cosey to sell one of his "hand- written" that the foundation itself h;
flawless handwriting forgeries on reached his peak, he turned out works, Cosey would tell the dealer never been "taken" by a forger
.

the public. Cosey enjoyed signing, forgeries good enough to fool that he found the relic in his The museum wanted the Co:
the
names Lincoln, Benjamin many of the nation's leading attic or among deceased rel- ey work. However, he admits th;
Franklin, Thomas. Jefferson, Ed- authorities in archeological docu- ative's papers. Cosey never hesi- the. collection limeades', one piec
gar Alien Poe, Rudyard Kipling ments. J The New York Public Li- tated about the offers, accepting o" forgery .which; jje gS'tunable t
collection
of as little as $5.
brary
sport's; v a
and Mark Twain.
V
explain. He knows.f
its fak<

|b$b

i

jj

However, the Fort Wayne mu- Cosey smastetgieces;
If the dealer discovered he did
seum wanted this forgery. Dr. R.
Apparent|y*;vCosey began his not have an original, he did not
Gerald McMurtry, director, said ''business'! when a dealer in an- go to the police. For in accordance
that the museum had paid $75 for tiquities refused to buy an orig- with Cosey's scheme, the dealer
-

/

the

corner of '.Oi<£<particula
paper, a likeness of lthe Linco!
head appeared. Each year it be
comes more pronounced.
In

AUTOGRAPHS & MANUSCRIPTS
N0

LIST

WILLIAM

H.

Tpr%^

1

-

ALLEN, BOOKSELLER

^r-r"

Firm Established 1918

WALNUT STREET

2031
4 Patent Granted

to

a Pennsylvania Canal

ADAMS, JOHN QUINCY.

1.

AGASSIZ, ALEXANDER. A.N.S.

4.

[Charles] Eliot, Castle Hill,

Engineer
Partly en-

PHILADELPHIA, PA

(215) 563-3398

19 June [18]90.

1

Newport,

on card

p.,

to

[R.I.,]

(7 x 13 cm.)

and business matters. All Very Good or Good
which is Fair-Good. Many

social

condition, except one letter

with paper or tape repairs to small holes or marginal
tears, usually

$40.00

graved vellum D.S. as President, Washing10 July 1826. 1 p., folio (37.5 x
ton,

DC,

Zoologist

and oceanographer,

Alexander

text

due to

Agassiz

on verso. 2

(BELLOSO,

succeeded his father, Louis, as curator of the Harvard

9.

HENRY

Museum of Comparative

Zoology in 1874. This note to
the president of Harvard concerns appointments to the
faculty or staff. Very Good condition.

Chiconautla,

by
and WILLIAM
$650.00

attached. Countersigned

CLAY as Secretary of State
WIRT as Attorney General.

patent issued to Simeon Guilford for an improved
"mode of preserving Timber used in the construction

A

The

of wooden Locks for Canals."
second sheet contains

Guilford

provement.

a

worked on the Pennsylvania

Canal system, serving, just after this patent was issued,
as chief engineer of the Susquehanna Division. Fine
condition. All signatures dark. With white paper seal
and with ribbons attaching the two sheets.

An

excellent

(AFRO-AMERICANA).
March

Langston,
1881.

1

Bourbon" by

of

the 19th century English novelist, best

on verso.

An

HARRISON.

W.

$17.50

BARRY, JOHN.

A.L.S.

to

Jonathan

gathered

condition.

anxious to enter into the service," Barry requests
Dayton to "send them forward immediately; your

comments

recommendation being sufficient for me to receive
them on board." Very Good condition. Mounted on
slightly larger sheet with address panel mounted on
verso of same sheet. Ink has bled or smudged slightly
on some words, but letter is clear and legible.

publication

service

(AFRO-AMERICANA).

Washington,
Booker T. L.S. to Mrs. J. G. Walker, Tuskegee, Alabama, 27 January 1912. 1 p., 4to,
on letterhead of the Tuskegee Institute.
3.

$60.00
The most

influential black leader

Constitutional

A

of his day, Wash-

ington thanks Mrs. Walker for her gift of $25.00 "I
believe that the results

obtained throughout the South will convince you of the

wisdom of your investment." Very Good condition.

ABBREVIATIONS
A. D.S.
Signed);

(Autograph

Document

(Autograph Letter
Signed); A.Ms.S. (Autograph Manuscript
Signed); A.N.S. (Autograph
Note Signed); A.Q.S. (Autograph
Quote Signed); D. (Document); Ds.
A.L.S.

(Documents);

D.S.

(Document

Signed); L. (Letter); Ls. (Letters); L.S.
(Letter

Signed);

Ms.

(Manuscript);

n.d. (no date); n.p. (no place);

(Typed Letter Signed).

T.L.S.

BATES, JOSHUA.

8.

Financier, philanthropist, and the principal founder

of the Boston Public Library, Joshua Bates served from
1816-26 as general agent in Europe for William Gray,

England's leading shipping merchant. In 1828,

Bates joined the international banking firm of Baring

&

Co., becoming eventually senior partner

and "probably the most influential foreigner
life

in the British Isles"

398). Eight

of these

leiters

[DAB,

II,

document

52-3;

in private

DNB,

III,

Bates's activities

European agent for William Gray. They contain his
instructions and reports back to F.ngland while handling Gray's interests elsewhere and his comments on
the general state of business; one has especially good
information on the financial situation on the continent
as

in

January 1819. The remaining

tea,

which was published under the same

Utrecht in 1825.

but a comparison of
is

it

is

letters

unsigned,

and

corrections,

additional

are written on the verso of
in

up through 1824,

On

with

a first draft, usually

approximately 300 entries are

The

is

the author's working manuscript.

the recto of each page

extensive

The manuscript

with the printed version shows

entries

many

pages.

or

The

order by their date of

work.

as in the printed

unsigned manuscript leaves laid in are in a hand
different from that of Bergsma's manuscript, and they
5

constitute 5 pages in

Good

condition.

Dutch on the

Original

subject of tea. Very
marbled boards. Uncut,
with added notes on some

Mueller, Bibliographie des Kaffec,

12 A.Ls.S, various

1817-1849 and n.d. 13 3A pp., 4to and
2 pp., 8vo, 5 with integral address leaves
with remnant of seal and/or postmark.
$750.00

Brothers

original manuscript for Bergsma's bibliography

versos.

places,

New

The

of writings on

legibly penned on rectos,

New England

Shipping Agent

which our graduates and former

students, in the face of considerable difficulties, have

19th Century

"Catalogue Auc-

Book:

torum qui de Thea Scripserunt." N.p., n.d.
1823-24]. 137 pp., folio. With 5 leaves of
manuscript laid in, and with 3 small
manuscript notes inserted in text. $1000.00

bold signature.

Howard

affecting text.

CORNELIO

BERGSMA,

10.

clearly that this

established the law department at

margins and to

tears in inner

last leaves, slightly

Original Manuscript of a

Convention
and a
New Jersey
Congressman [DAB, V, 166], Being "always ready to
promote the views of young Gentlemen, who are

He

University, served in the U.S. diplomatic and consular

the retained

Pioneering Bibliography on Tea

title in

when

1855.

Langston was ap-

Some

middle of first and

Barry writes to Jonathan Dayton, U.S. Senator from
New Jersey who had previously been a delegate to the

U.S.

abolitionist,

black elected to public office in the
he was chosen clerk of Brownhelm, Ohio, in
first

and

Indian
is

copy of Licentiate don Francisco de las Casas, sitting
judge in the inquiry and corregidor of Ecatepec. Very

from 1877-85, and was later a Republican Congressman from Virginia [DAB, X, 597-8]. This letter,
written while Langston was U.S. minister to Haiti,
refers J^iningham and his inquiry to Langston's
private secretary. Very Good condition, with a fine,

prominent black

The testimony

about

church land holdings in the region. This

[ca.

A

information

provides

Dayton, Philadelphia, 7 June 1799. 1 p.,
With postmarked address panel.
4to.
$1000.00
The Revolutionary War naval hero who later held
various commands in the U.S. Navy, Commodore

parently the

folio.

pp.,

Ecatepec, for a license to maintain 200 head

in

ADRIANO. Ms.

Very Good condition.
7.

40

1617.

January

Ds.

3

September

7

inquiry concerning the request of Sr. Belloso, a

rancher

On a decorative card
x 14 cm.) with a lace-patterned border.

(5'/2

City,

$300.00

Good

AINSWORTH,

6.

JUAN).

Mexico

of dairy cattle on his two estancias.

"The Dirge

known for his very popular historical romances. Very
Good condition. Small marginal tear repaired with tape

p.,

$115.00

4to.

$75.00

8vo.

p.,

Fair copy of three stanzas entitled

John Mercer. L.S. to Henry Jerningham,
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, 12

1

HARRISON.

W.

1616-27

Signature, n.p., n.d.

display pace, tipped into an acid-free mat.
2.

A.Ms.S., n.p., n.d.

schedule on the

description of the patented im-

AINSWORTH,

5.

with very minor loss of

letters

tears.

27 cm.), with a second sheet of vellum, same
size,

19103

concern varied

Kakao,

Tee

.

.

.

(1960), p. 19; Besterman, IV, 6014.

11.

CLEMENT.

BIDDLE,

[Philadelphia], 15
folio.

With

D.S.

September 1787.

3 pp.,

7 paper seals, 5 in shape of stars.

$75.00

A

power of attorney concerning the trading firm of
Clement Biddle, a Philadelphia merchant who held a
series

of posts

in

the

quartermaster's

during the Revolution and

marshal

in

who was

Pennsylvania [DAB,

II,

department

the

first

239-40].

U.S.

Biddle

the document, which is also signed or
witnessed by 8 others, including Charles Pettit who
was assistant quartermaster general of the Continental

witnessed

Army,

a

member of thevPennsylvania assembly and

the

Continental Congress, and an original director and
president of the Insurance Company of North America

[DAB, XIV,

517-8).

Good condition. Two

sheets partly

torn along centerfold. Small holes or breaks along folds,

with very minor loss of text, some repaired with
chival tape or paper. All seals in

ar-

Very Good condition.

c*respdndence, she discusses social engagements, asks
for assistance in sending a manuscript from Rome to
Rorence, and describes a three day celebration, the
"Popes fete," in Rome [DAB, V, 1-2]. Very Good

One

condition.

with small marginal tears

letter

ETTY, WILLIAM.

32.

July 1845.

An

at fold.

"14 Buckingham

Varty,

A.L.S.

$40.00

p.,8vo.

1

Mr.

to

Strand,"

Street,

English painter of historical and mythological

subjects, Etty sent this letter with his gift of a portrait:

(DANIELIS, PIETRO ANTONIO).

27.

Ms. Book: "Prove di Legitimita e Nobilita
de D. Pietro Antonio Danielis Siracusano."
$200.00
[Italy, 18th century]. 93 pp., folio.
A collection of proofs of legitimacy and nobility
concerning Pietro Antonio Danielis of Syracuse in
Sicily. All are copied in the same 18th century hand

from 17th century documents, on paper with the
Picador water mark. Verified in margins and notarized
with seal

Good

at

the end by the archivist F.A. Longo. Very

Contemporary half vellum. With the

condition.

armorial bookplate of the Earl of Guilford.

Thomas

Library of Sir

Phillips,

From

the

MS 5821.

"You

Head from being painted

saved this

no one who has

a better right to

then to accept

... " Very

it.

small pieces torn from

it

DRTNKWATER,

28.

Good

Remnants of album page from

Abraham.
Lincoln,
^Fgrgery by Joseph Cosey of A.L.S. by
Abraham Lincoln to Henry Clay Whitney,
City Point, Va., 2 September 1862. 1 p.
$100.00
(12.5x20 cm.).
requests the Paymaster General to give
if his

claim

A.Q.S.

on

p., 4to,

Repertory

$25.00

Theatre.
English dramatist, poet and

critic,

Drinkwater was

a

founder of the dramatic group that became the Birmingham Repertory Theatre. The quote is 12 lines

from his "Abraham Lincoln." Very
Matted, framed and glazed.

condition.

found

is

"A.E."

May

L.M.

to

1933.

1

Le Coq-sur-mer,

Ettlinger,

$375.00

p.,4to.

The letter, in German, makes an appointment for 6
Way in Brussels and explains that Einstein has initiated
Belgian visa for Mr. Lasareff. Signed

-teps to get a

small tear

at

minor marginal

top along center fold and

few very

a

celebrated

1

drama by

actor

agrees

read

to

Henry Taylor, published

Sir

in

1834: "I have long entertained the opinion that a most

ample and excellent material which Mr. Taylor has
furnished." The recipient is probably Epes Sargent

[DAB, XVI,
journalist

356-57],

prolific

writer,

editor

and

writing and publishing plays in
Very Good condition. Laid onto a

larger sheet; corners
date.

a

who began

the mid-1830's.

trimmed, with

With an engraving and

loss of

a lithograph

month

in

of Forrest,

each laid onto a larger sheet.

A.E." with the signature weak, as Einstein used a
nearly dry pen. Very Good condition. Left margin
aneven where torn from notepad. A few very slight

35.

marginal tears.

[Burlington, N.J.?], 26 September 1772. 3

(ENGLISH ARTISTS).

30.

signature,

engraving,

1

1

8 A.Ls.S.,

1

photograph, by or

about 19th century British artists. Various
places, 1858-1889, and n.d. Various sizes,

$85.00

ranging from 4 x 8 cm. to 4to.

Materials include signature and photograph of John
Everett Millais; 7 A.Ls.S. (15 pp. total) by Frederick

Edward M. Ward, George C.

I.eighton,

Stanfield,

and

Richard Westmacott (1799-1872, son of Sir Richard
A.L.S. (4 pp.) by James Nasmyth,
Westmacott);
1

and astronomer, whose
father Alexander and brother Patrick were painters;
engraving of Frederick Leighton. All but one item in
Very Good condition. Letters previously mounted,
English

inventor,

engineer

with tape or residue of paper on verso.

Good

condition, with

numerous

1

tears

affecting text.

31

.

(ENGLISH THEATER).

5 A.Ls.S.

by

individuals connected with the 19th century

English theater, various places, 1817-1854

and n.d.
address

1

1

pp., 8vo. 2 letters with integral

leaves

and

paper

with

1

seal.

$35.00
Materials

include

a

newsy

letter

comcdit actress Fanny Stirling,

by the English

letters

by playwrights

James Sheridan Knowles, Joanna Baillie, and [ohn
Banim, the "Scot of Ireland," and a letter by English
theater manager Alfred Bunn. Very Good condition,
All but

one

with

si!

all

text,

and with small marginal

letter laid

onto

a

larger sheet.

One

letter

piece torn from second sheet, not affecting

caused by ink.

tears

WILLIAM.

$300.00

pp., double folio.

Son of Benjamin Franklin, William Franklin was
appointed the royal governor of New Jersey in 1763
and took a pro-British stance during the controversies

up to the Revolution [DAB, VI, 600-1]. This
document is an act authorizing the landowners along
leading

English's Creek in Burlington County,
it

typical of the

is

New

Jersey, to

practical

im-

which Franklin took a special interest as
governor. The document is also signed by the clerk and
speaker of New Jersey's House of Representatives and
by the speaker of the council. Very Good condition. All
pages strengthened on verso. One signature, of the
speaker of the House of Representatives, partially lost
due to ink acidity and paper tears.
provements

in

and

a

few holes

SYLVANIA AND NEW JERSEY
YEARLY MEETING]. Ms. Book. N.p.,
n.d. (ca. 1750-1760).

pp. index).

VII, 54-6], Fuller discusses the

E.L. A.L.S. to [Charles]
[Cambridge, Mass.?], n.d. 2 pp., 8vo.

$40.00
Founder and editor of the influential weekly The
Nation (1865-1899), Godkin was also editor-in-chief of
the New York Evening Post (1883-1900). He asks the
president of Harvard in this letter to meet with M.
Carey Thomas, president of Bryn Mawr College, and
"about the

Small 4to, 51 pp. ( + 4
$700.00

filling

of

the Biological department,

a

vacant chair there,

Good

think." Very

I

condition.

GRAMMONT, ANTOINE, DUC

39.

DE. A.L.S.
Paris,

1

the Marquis of Poyanne.

to

3 June

1

634. 3pp., 4to.

$325.00

A

Peer and Marshall of France and Viceroy of
Navarre, Grammont thanks the Marquis, who was
serving as a lieutenant general in Navarre, for his

him urgent

advice and sends

instructions as to the

conduct of the province during "the difficulties." Fine condition. Inlaid on a sheet of small
military

folio,

and bound, along with

deluxe,

five

engraved portraits,

in

grained, brown, flexible morocco,

full, straight

ruled and with inner dentelles. A. e.g. A very fine
example, complete with original wax seals and silk
threads, of this rare signature.
gilt

ROBERT GOODLOE.

HARPER,

40.

A.L.S.

Mathew

Carey, Baltimore, 8
January 1823. IVi pp., 4to, with integral
address leaf with postmark and remnant of
to

seal.

$75.00

A

prominent Federalist Congressman from South
Carolina (1795-1801), Harper established a significant
law practice
VIII,

[DAB,

III,

Baltimore beginning in 1801 [DAB,

in

In this letter, he

285-6],

489-491],

the

tells

Mathew Carey

Irish-born

Philadelphia

publisher and economist, that he expects to read two of

Carey's pamphlets "with

much

profit ... for though I
from you, on some very
material points of political economy, 1 have great
pleasure in acknowledging, that your writings tend
much to the elucidation of this most important branch

hold

opinions

different

of science, in

[FRIENDS, SOCIETY OF. PENN-

36.

[DAB,

a cousin,

GODKIN,

Eliot,

D.S.

letter in Fair-

repaired with

tape and with several small holes, slightly

archival

FRANKLIN,

build a dam, and

38.

$100.00

p., 4to.

American

E.

to

Sargent's adaptation of "Philip van Artevelde," an
historical

of

Two very minor fold breaks.

in

A.L.S.

whose works had an elusive and

artist

mentions spending the winter in
Mobile, and adds that "... the Country of Deerfield
was never looking so finely." Very Good condition.
visit

to advise her

Sargent, n.p., 1838.

The

is

condition.

tears.

FORREST, EDWIN.

34.

valid. It

Good

successful stage play might be wrought out of the

EINSTEIN, ALBERT. T.L. Signed

29.

4

Good

One

$30.00

An American

text.

mounting on

verso.

letter

3 pp., 8vo.
mystical quality

prior

(rR& (FORGERY).

The

FULLER, GEORGE. A.L.S. to
Benjamin, Deerfield, [Mass.,] 14 July 1857.

37.

Two

condition.

margin, not affecting

left

back pay to the bearer,

JOHN.

know

I

Contemporary wrappers bound in.
calf, worn. Top and bottom

condition.

margins closely trimmed.

than yourself. Please

almost certainly a Cosey forgery. Very

[Birmingham], January 1919. 1
stationery of the Birmingham

out.

Good

Late 19th century half

fairs."

Very

its

application to our situation and

Good

condition.

completely separated along center

Two
fold,

sheets

af-

almost

with two small

tape repairs. Seal tear on second sheet repaired with

paper, causing

some

offsetting on

first

sheet.

Two

marginal tears, one, on second sheet, repaired with
tape.

A copy

of the Book of Discipline drawn up in 1719 at
the Yearly Meeting for Pennsylvania and New Jersey,
along with additions to the discipline

made by

and 1749 Yearly Meetings. The Book

of

out

the

method

the 1747

Discipline sets

conducting religious and
personal affairs, such as proper meeting structure and
the settlement of disputes over worldly goods. It also
right

for

unbecoming practices,"
which overseers and other Quakers must take
action.
These include nonattendance at worship
services, excessive drinking at weddings and burials,
meddling and bac kbiting, "the practice of Giving Rum
lists

individual "Disorders, or

against

to Excite people to bid" at auctions, the importation

Negro

slaves,

and the

sale of liquor to Indians.

of

Very

41.

HOFMANN,

JOSEF.

A.L.S.

to

North East Harbor, Me., 29
1918.
p., 4to. With envelope.

[Charles] Eliot,

August

1

$30.00
and composer, Hofmann thanks Eliot, the
retired president of Hafvard, for attending a recital and
urges him to publish a recent address on music. "At the
present crucial time in the musical life of this country
admonition coming from a man of your
an
achievements and authority would be of the utmost
Pianist

importance and ought, therefore, to be given to the
public

at

large."

Very Good condition.

AUCTION

Number 149
NEW
YORK
SHERATON
7th Avenue at 56th Street
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autopens Cosey forgeries

t

through contact with other collecUnfortunately,

some

have
even

celebrities

"one autograph only"

policy

still

causing

headaches for collectors
by Barbara Pengelly

Joseph Cosey, a

Since then,
small, slender

man

of

nondescript appearance, was perhaps
the greatest forger of historic manuscripts

and signatures

in this century.

From the early 1930s until shortly
after World War n, he "papered" the
country with his forgeries of Lincoln,
Franklin, Poe, and many other wellknown Americans. Cosey material continues to show up in autograph and
manuscript dealers' catalogs and at auctions around the country.
Sadly, I'm well acquainted with Cosey
forgeries. It's not pleasant to find out
your $7,000 Lincoln partial legal document was created by Cosey and really

work and

the

mention of this

have studied Cosey's

I

many books

containing

interesting forger

reasonably confident

this will

and am

not hap-

pen to me again.
Born Martin Coneely' (sic) in
Syracuse, N.Y., on February 18, 1887, he
(Continued on page 3)

.

River Phoenix
fakes surface

worth about $300. (Fortunately, we had
proof from an unimpeachable source

The Lincoln
to

Library in Springfield,

111.

—
—

back us up, and the dealer immedirefunded our money.)

ately

Michael Jordan
got us started
996
Jig

by Kim Janssen &

presidential candidate. Jack

demand among autograph

usually receive this photo, signed

r

hen

'hich
etect.

sending autopen
makes them more
:"_

-

•

'•.

:

by

signatures,
to

difficult
-

''
.

-.;

(Continued on page 22)

class

Who would have thought that a

collec-

to Michael Jordan a

letter

few years ago would

have resulted in such a collection!
Four years ago, my Intermediate
Hearing Impaired class at Jefferson
Elementary School in Charleston, 111.,
wrote a letter to Michael Jordan using an
address we had found in Dynamite
Magazine, a kid's magazine published

by

Scholastic.

When

private signing

he sent each student an 8x10
signed colored picture the class was so
excited that "it just got us started!" From
then
on my interpreter, Jacque

and I used writing letters as
our regular lesson plans. We call

rrangement with ice skater Tonya
[arding. The agreement was signed

Hortenstine,

lortly before the

our program "Writing for a Reason." Our

23-year old athlete

part of

(Continued on page 12)

Ever since

his death,

numerous

for-

have appeared of actor River
Phoenix. In some, the signature looks
nothing like his real scrawl, shown
here in an in-person signed photo.
See story page 3 for details.
geries

1

I/lay/June

Autograph Times

1994

Cosey forgeries
(Continued from page

"I

1)

the son of an Irish cabinetmaker.

was

and he
ranked near the top of his class. But
something happened when he was 17.
School

came easy

for

him,

quarreled furiously with his father

He

still

fakes

for

only

audacity

His

once.

Within a

personages that he improvised the text:~He admitted

increasing use of the newly developed
Linotype, machine. He tried Army life for
a while but was ', dishonorably discharged! 'in 1913 after fighting with the

company cook.

In fact his

first

venture

might have been' the
Certificate of Honorable Discharge he
used when applying for work.
Cosey knew how to keep from being

into

forgery

arrested.

He

'

strictly.,

avoided misrepre-

senting the documents he. faked. Playing
on people's greed, he Vould approach a

of

these

to getting as

much

'

Be

scheduled a Cosey Lincoln

'

was

;

known

Cosey
soon

Collection.

the

was

composed
Poes,

Lincolns,

coaicrou aVB

Mark Twain,

Sir

Lincoln.

as 'a

at

9:00

a.ni.

HOLIDAY INN NORTH PARK PLAZA
1Q650 N. Central Expwy/Exit 18
Major* Autbgrapfi Dealers from around the
Country will be there with over One Million
Dollars worth of "Guaranteed Authentic"

Autographic Material on display.

if

the paper

Come and Meet

guarantee!

If

the progress of this collection.

Suddenly, in 1947, the forgeries
stopped appearing. Dealers and auction
houses assumed he had died and
,

relaxed.

to

,

historic

all

.

,

.

He would have been about 66

'

.

-

$350

PACKERS,' INC.

JAMES DRURY
Television

and Screen

Artist

Also appearing with The Virginian

OitKli.N

:.:;,)'

i

chases and preach conservation of your
paper treasures. They can be reached at
502 Madison Ave.,- Ft. Washington, PA
19034, 215- 643-5646) ©

by 8 1/4". A.so S K nc<J I* .'acker Pr.s.dcn, D.m«nfcOkJ-l«*-k.

HAY

:i

ask questions, and get that

VINCE LOMBARDI - Signed Checks
'^"^^^^^.S^^^V^^ r
."OlUsBN

,

documents, be

(Barb Pengelly and her husbandJohn
are autograph dealers in Fort Washington, Venn. They guarantee all pur-

Francis

collection

V

"THE VIRGINIAN"

a sta-

whose
have been used by

i

•

,

'

cautious,

forgery by Joseph Cosey.

had been genuine, in
today's markets it would' have been
worth millions. It's known that Cosey
often stopped by the library to check on

this

:

As with

The signature above was examined by the Lincoln
actually a
Library, which determined that it was

Bacon, a Button Gwinnett and more.

SUNDAY, MAY 22nd, 1994

aware, though, that the paper of
ambitious forgeries is almost

tpaper was known

Patrick Henry, Alexander
Hamilton, Walt Whitman,
TocitArH

truly

i,

tioner of the "mid 19th -century

of

Eddys,
well

"Very

'.

other forgeries, especially

Stantons,

as

'

'bM^^toiexmsfa of T. Edmonds,

f?

;

Jeffersons,

with

.

:

:

,

Franklins,

Rittenhouses,

Washingtons,

&

often "embellished real documents with
short notes and fake signatures, and cut
out blank pages from .books, to use for

York

It

letters'
\ ;

.

Franklin

always correct for the period." Cosey

'

a spe-

as

y

iVthe'"rriore

'••

discovered to be a forgery
before the auction started.

file

.ended their

.'

./yours."

Ben

for instance, never

George Washington,

Parke-Benet Galleries once

up

you may

"Li,"

at

for oddities in the' text.

collec-

New

about what to look forr
is NOT. about 1/16

little

a Cosey forgery. Old Ink is
hard to duplicate. The ink in Cosey forgeries has a characteristic, "sheen" absent
from.-authentic -'documents. Also, look

be looking

tions at one time contained
a Cosey or two; even, the

In 1934, the

a

the in" in Lincoln

of an inch higher than the

cost today.

cial

Sponsored By the

If

Lincoln documents sold for
a tiny fraction of what they

Public Library set

the unwary!

of their material forever.

Know

some of his fakes. This,
of course, was when

knowledgeable.

AUTOGRAPH SHOW & SALE

ticity

as $50

it

for.

Cosey forgery, purchase material only
from dealers who guarantee the authen-

for

Many famous

a trap

protect yourself against buying a

To

-

historical

document and casually ask
let his
if it was "worth anything." Cosey
victims set the price, and they usually
paid him less than what they would
have given a seller they thought was

DALLAS, TEXAS

lation as

familiar with the style of

some

his material continues in circu-

now, but

was forging whole letters and other
manuscripts, becoming so

short period, he

for sale. Fortunately,"

dealer with a

^

more than 20
was convicted

-

years and

became unemployed because of

the

alcoholic

ing the professionals," he
often said. Cosey sold his

knew no bounds.

left

and had been known to be both
and a drug addict.
However, one day in 1954, a frail,
elderly man sold a Mary Baker Eddy arid
three Lincolns in upstate New York
/all definitely -Cosey forgeries. That was
30 years ago and he's undoubtedly dead
then,

take pleasure in fool-

home, never to return.
From an older brother he had picked
up a rudimentary knowledge of printing,
and he wandered about picking up
work first as an apprentice printer and
then as a typesetter. Later, Cosey

and

causing headaches...

HA V, W) p.

^f z Jry.

70-57

t»

£* "

5

JOSEPH COSEY

Cosey was a 'tramp' printer from Iowa who lost
his job to advanced technology, the linotype. He
drifted into crime and accumulated a list of convictions ranging from vagrancy to forging checks.
He specialized
He was the aristocrat of forgery.
in Lincoln signatures and was convincing because of hi
careful attention to paper, ink, and historical facts.
He would pilfer flyleaves and margins from old books
and dilute iron rust filings to make it appear to be
old ink.

Cosey sold hundreds of nearly perfect handwriting
forgeries. He was an alcoholic, drug addict, and dere
lict.
His 'masterpieces' were created in Bowery flophouses in New York City. His fate is unknown.

1HAVE

a letter from an old
friend "Doc," otherwise Harold
D. Willis of Eureka, 111. He propounds a question that I haven't
succeeded in answering. Perhaps
some one can help me out. "Doc"
asks: "For whom, what newspaper
or printing plant did one Joseph
Cosey work when he was a resident of Peoria several years ago?"
This man was a clever forger of
old, valuable and historic documents and one of the aristocracy
of the literary underworld. "Joseph
Cosey" was but one of the seven
alliases he used. His specialty was,

and so far as I 'know, still is, making copies of Lincoln letters and
and selling them to
gullible bibliophiles and collectors.

documents

He was

a tramp printer from
and, while working in Peoria,
ran across a ledger of paper
watermarked "Moinier's 1851." He
knew that Lincoln, while practic-

Iowa

ing law in Illinois wrote his legel
briefs on this type of watermarked
paper. He persuaded the owner of
the ledger to sell it and has been
using it ever since.. He also uses
the flyleaves of old* books and dilutes iron rust to use for ink.
It

seems

Cosey

this

can

fool

the best of collectors with his
copies of old letters and documents
and made his living for years at
this trade. He does not make any
.claim that his papers are genuine,
so has not been convicted of forgery. He lets the buyers fool themselves.

John Kobler had an interesting
in the Saturday Evening
Post of March 13, in which he described the work of G. William
story

Bergquist

of

the

New

York

was: "Trailing the
Book Crooks" and told how Bergquist trapped some of them.
I wish that anyone who knew
Joseph Cosey, if that were the,
name he used in Peoria, would get
in touch with me.
C. B. S.
library.
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—

'

'
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